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GLIDERS -NEW&USED
HARNESSES

FOR A KEEN PRICE. OR TO ARRANGE A TEST FLY
ON YOUR NEXT GLIDER, GIVE US A CALL.

A CHOICE OF A BACKPACK COCOON OR AERODYNAMIC POD.

'PARACHUTES
CHUTES REPACKED
NOW AVAILABLE: RICH PFEIFFER'S NEW BOOK• Hang Gliding According to Pfeiffer:
Skills For the Advancing Pilot·

IN STR UMENTS SELECT FRClv1 THE RANGE OF:
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2 varia response

~~esand 2 sec.)

:~::~t~nt~ro

point

temperature stabilized
AItlmeter:
. high quality electronic instrument
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20000 feeIJ8OO()m

AFRO,
BALL,
THOMMEN AND
HUMMINGBIRD AVAILABLE

~_ergy.

PAFRO

altimeter digital/ audio

PLUS HELMETS - CARRY BAGS - HANG LOOPS - SPARES ETC ....
ALL YOUR HANG GLIDING NEEDS.
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In the August Editorial,
talked about our
approach to hang gliding and the position in
which this approach has placed us in our dealings
with the D.O.A. and the general aviation community. Due to the limits on space in a magazine
such as this, it was not possible to fully explain
my central claim; that hang gliding is "something special", and needs to be handled accordingly. So, for those who may have been slightly
confused by the scanty expression of the August
Editorial, I offer this Editorial as an explanation.
Anyone who has ever become truly involved in
the wonder of flight, knows intuitively just how
special it is.
From the first time your feet
leave the ground, there can be no doubt that, in
flight, you have discovered something completely
outside and above the normal realm of human experience. Of course, it doesn't take long to realise that this is a totally emotional and irrational
response, and that, were you to express this opinion publicly, you would be rightly ridiculed.
Learning to fly thus involves not just the acquisition of skills and knowledge, it also involves a
process of rationalisation in which we learn to
temper our initial enthusiasm and to relate to
flight in a way that isn't going to cause indulgent sniggers amongst our ground-bound friends.
perfection are
uncomfortable
Brilliance and
abnormalities in our society and its much safer
to remain an anonymous particle in the mainstream of mediocrity than it is to strive for
excellence.
The result of this has been that we have allowed
hang gliding to be categorised into the field of
aviation - subsection sport, and our own dealings
with flight have, therefore, been shaped accordingly. One wonders how differently hang gliding
would have been had it been categorised (as it
could easily have been) as art - subsection motion, and had our relevant government authority
been the Australian Council, rather than the
D.O.A. or better still, had flight never been categorised at all.
But what is it that makes hang gliding so
special? To understand this properly, it is first
necessary to understand the relevance of flight
in the development of human consciousness in a
socio-historical context.
If we believe

the experts, the human race is
about six million years old. Assuming an average
span between generation of about twenty years,
we come up with a figure of around threehundred thousand generations of human beings,
who have walked the earth since "the year dot".
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And every single generation, every single civilisation, has been characterised by two driving
imperatives: the first is to produce and reproduce both ourselves and our environment, the second is to fly. Of those three hundred thousand
generations of human beings only one - ours has attained the dream of real, uncluttered
flight.
For the first time in the history of
humankind, the sky has been made available to
the ordinary man. This simple fact makes hang
gliding much more than just "something speCial",
it makes it a historical and spiritual event of
immense significance.
Now obviously, events of such tremendous importance don't happen every day. And it should also
be obvious that the every-day responses that we
have developed to deal with every-day problems,
are not very likely to be the best ways of dealing with something as special as flight. For
this we need a special approach indeed, and I
very much doubt that it is within the capacity
of an annual meeting of thirty or more pilots,
however representative, to develop.

us thinking seriously about where . our sport is
headed, and making our views known through this
magazine and by direct representation to our
State and Federal committees. The formation of
local clubs, and the fostering of these clubs as
part of a co-orinda ted, national policy, is essential to this process as local clubs represent the
most effective solution, not only to the problem
of attracting more people into the sport, but also
to the problem of bringing those already involved
into closer contact with each other. This is particularly important in a country such as Australia
. where the geographical spread of our pilots
makes it difficult for many pilots to forge close
links with pilots from other areas.
But it must be remembered that the formation
of local clubs is not an end in itself but, like
our current American-style training system and
the competition circuit, merely a means toward
the greater end of improving our enjoyment of
flight through the pursuit of excellence.

The task of developing a new, and more appropriate approach to the problems of flight can only
be effectively tackled by each and everyone of

comPETiTiON

CALENDAR

Cairns Competition

*

Special weekly rate available for
breakfast and evening meals.

Date:

2nd. & 3rd. November - weekend
after Eungella.

*

Ring The Chalet on (079) 58 4509
to make your reservation for
both.

Venue:

Gillies Highway site.

Entry
Conditions:

Minimum rating PR4.
Serviceable altimeter and parachute mandatory.

Accom. &
Facilities:

Bay Village Motel Un town) ref.
Sept. Skysailor, local pilots residences and camping facilities at
the site - running water, toilet,
etc.

Further
Info:

Nev. Akers (070) 51
Glen Kraemer 50 5210.

2438

or

STOP PRESS ! ! !

*

The Chalet at Eungella has available 7 rooms, or 13 beds, at a
special rate of $10.00 per head
per night.
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1ST. ANNUAL BYRON BAY CUP
Date:

16th. - 17th. November, 1985.

Venue:

Byron Bay.

Entry
Conditions:

Open to PR4 and PR5 pilots.
?R.3 pilots may enter but must
produce a log book showing at
least 10 days inland flying or a
letter from their local safety officer as proof of experience.

GIRLFRIENDS AND WIVES WELCOME (meet head needs to occupy his spare time during rounds).
Entries &
Information:

Byron Bay Cup,
P.O. Box 126,
Byron Bay. N.S.W. 2481

1985 N.S.W. STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
Parachute
tory.

and

altimeter

mandaDates:

23rd. November to 1st. Dec. '85.

Prize Money:

Depends on number of entries.

Venue:

Cooplacurripa

Tasks:

X-C, triangle or goal and return.

Entry
Conditions:

Entry Fees:

$20 payable to Byron Bay Hang
Gliding Club.

Cat Minding:

Ask Adam Hunt for clues.

Entries must be received by
October,
1985.
Late
15th.
entries not accepted except in unusual circumstances and depending on availability of places.
Limit 60.

General Info:

LATE ENTRIES WILL BE SHOT
(but don't let this deter you
you from entering on the competition day.

Enquiries:

Bob Barnes (065) 54 0416
Craig Worth (065) 59 2713

Further Info:

See N.S. W. Competition News in
this issue.

1ST. ANNUAL
BYRON BAY CUP

ENTRY FORM

Name::.....................................................................

H.G.F .A. No.................................. .

Address.......•.•......................•..•...................•....•.•........................•....•...................•.....•••.....

Pilot Rating .......•...........................

Glider (Make & Colour) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••.•••••••••
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Signature....................................... .

THE NATIONALS
Dates:

Qualifier - 7th - 8th. Jan. '86.
Rest/Emergency Day - 10th. Jan.
Main Competition - 11-18th. Jan.
Pack-up/Emergency Day - 19th.
Jan.

Venue:

Mt. Buffalo, Victoria.

Entry:

Qualifier - Entry limited to 50
pilots, 15 places will be reserved
for overseas pilots.

LAWRENCE HARGRAVE INTERNATIONAL
Dates:

27th. Jan. - 2nd. f eb. '86.

Venue:

Stanwell Park, N.S.W.

Entry Fee:

$80.00.

Further
Information:

Kieran Tapsell,
19 Stanwell Avenue,
Stanwell Park. N.S. W. 2509

Main Competition - 40 members
of state teams. 10 pilots from the
qualifier.

EUNGELLA/NTH. QUEENSLAND
COMPETITIONS
Dates:

Open - 21st - 27th. Oct.'85.
North Q'ld. Comps. - 25-27th.Oct.
Ian Cameron Memorial - 25-27th.
Oct.

Venue:

Eungella, Queensland.

Further
Information:

Graeme Etherton.
(077) 75 1224

FLATLANDS
Dates:

Venue:

Entry:

Entry Fees:

Practice Days - Sat. 21st. Dec.
to 26th. Dec.,'85.
Competition Days
Fri. 27th.
Dec. to Sun. 5th. Jan. '86.
"Silver Row" via Tichborne. (Newell Highway between Parkes and
Forbes, N.S. W.)
Current
H.G.F.A.
membership
Recently re-packed par(1986).
achute, altimeter, D.O.A. concess.ion map, C.B. radio for launch
and contest (Ch.10/14 12.125 Mhz
plus launch channels) all mandatory. The organisers reserve the
right to limit the number of
entrants.

ST ANWELL PARK FREESTYLE
Dates:

Immediately following
graves International.

Venue:

Stanwell Park, N.S. W.

Entry Fee:

$30.00.

Further
Details:

John Coby,
3A Raymond Rd.,
Thirroul. N.S. W. 2515

the

Har-

Open and Novice Class - $85.00.
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NRTlONRL CORCHlNG REPORT
As mentioned in my last report, our seminar programme is well underway and intending participants should note the following dates for their
state.
November 2-4 Contact David Allen
(003) 43 0116

Tasmania
Sth. Qld.

-

November

16-17. Contact Ted Mc
Allen (07) 395 5892

Nth. Qld. -

December

7

8.

Contact Ted
McAllen

Work is progressing on the projects listed as
priorities in the August report with feedback
from recent seminars indicating that the operating guidelines would be more easily applied if
accompanied by a BASIC SKILLS TRAINING
VIDEO as well as an INSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES VIDEO to help the instructor in the
areas of skills, fault finding and problem solving.
The benefits of such films are quite obvious and
would f;)rm the basis for our up-grading of standards
programme.
Secondly,
a
short
term
member questionnaire is being prepared and will
be asking our trainee pilots questions relating to
the applicability, efficiency and general standards
of our training system and the instructors with
whom
they came into contact.
Hopefully
responses from these will give us direction in improving our system and standards.
To move away from the administrative side I'd
like to present a situation for your consideration
and response. This will hopefully open the way
for a section in Skysailor to pose and discuss
problems related to the sport.
Ultimately I
would like you to present the problems, through
Skysailor we would be able to draw upon the
wealth of experience spread throughout our membership to come up with an answer.
A recent incident got me thinking about the current trend toward higher wing loadings. You may
recall in my article on glider selection considerations last year, that flying weight to sail area
was in itself a slightly misleading guide to glider
size suitability. And that, especially for higher
performance models one must also look at the
span and its efficiency as well. The implication
of this was that for these style gliders the smaller size may be more appropriate. My problem
here is why would this not be the case for our
current intermediate/beginner models and what
problems is the heavier pilot likely to encounter
as a result? And why?
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The ramifications of this problem affect not only
instructors with students using a smaller wing but
also dealers in recommending a model to a novice which must remain safe and suitable for all
possible normal applications. Finally, it presents
designers and manufacturers with some problems
relating to what end of the beginner intermediate
skill range they are aiming their product, as
well as what they perceive as normal application
and operating conditions.
With the trend toward lower rated pilots getting into towing what
is the likelihood of even current design features
creating unnecessary hazards for these less experienced pilots?
So there is a bundle of things to consider. Lets
get some response from a broad cross section of
members....... beginners through to instructors and
manufacturers.
Safe Flying,
Ian Jarman,
National Coaching Co-ordinator.

I ntermediate Instruction.
RIDGE AND THERMAL SKILLS
INDIVIDUAL AIR TO AIR TUITION
I NTRODUCTION TO STANWELL PARK
BACKGROUND THEORY PR 3 & PR4 .

DEALER FOR ENTERPRISE WINGS
THE FOI L
& GYRO II.
ALL ACCESSORIES AND SPARES.

CONTACT
BRYAN HAYHOW .
PH . (042) 942488 .

HGFA . CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR.
EX NEW ZEALAND CHAMPION .

P. O. BOX 148 HELENSBURG

2508.

~ 1Sla~t
Re-printed from Skysailor,
May, 1979.
Blast From the Past
By Roger Pullem,
H.G.F.A.
On my recent interstate trip I
heard two stories of people who
hit power lines. We all know of
the power lines at the base of
Normanville, s.A. These power
lines are 11,000 volt.
In recent discussion it became
apparent that the average hang
glider pilot has no knowledge of
how deadly power lines can be.
They sit there in the air and
they look seemingly innocent,
but remember that if a hang
glider strikes a power line it is
likely to mean the total destruction of the hang glider. I
would like to introduce you to
two concepts of electrical hazard of which you may not be
aware - one is step potential
and the other is touch potential.
Firstly, step potential. Let us
assume for a moment that a
hang glider has hit a power line
and as a result a power line has
broken
and crashed to the
ground, the remains of the hang
glider are on the ground and
the pilot is lying unconscious
The immediate reactnearby.
ion of the people witnessing this
accident will be to run towards
the scene to see how badly injured the hang glider pilot is.
Because of the power line which
is on the ground, it is quite
possible that there may be sulr
sequent
fatalities
of
these
people running towards the hang
glider pilot.
If you see this
kind of accident - STOP!
Firstly, the 11,000 volt line will
be protected by some form of
fuse or circuit-breaker.
With
the line resting on the ground
it is quite possible that the
fuses or circuit breaker will not
blow, hence the line will still
be alive. If they should blow
there is a system that is used
by the Electricity Trust of S.A.

from tbt tla~t.

and other power authorities colloquially known as "three strikes
and you are out". This allows
for flashovers, birds on insulators and other instantaneous major events which would normally
cause the circuit breaker to
open, cause the ·circuit breaker
to open and reclose, and open
and reclose, and only · if the
fault is still present the third
time it opens does the breaker
stay out. Hence, during the ininitial flash and short-circuits,
the breaker may pull out and
while the line falls free and
falls to the ground the breaker
will reclose and the line landing
on the ground may not draw .
enough current to cause the circuit breaker to fall out again,
so there is a high probability
that the line which has been
.broken in hang glider accident
will be live when it is resting
on the ground.
That line is at a voltage of
11,000 volts relative to earth,
but it is resting on ground and
some distance away from where
the line touches the ground the
voltage reaches zero volts (this
may be as much as 17 miles
away). If the voltage from the
end of the power line resting on
the ground to the point of zero
volts
is
measured
and
plotted out, it follows the curve
as sketched below.
8,000
6,000
'-

4,000 /' volts
2,000

Paces

280 volts

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
The scale in the horizontal direction is calibrated in paces.
Now check the effect of paces
some distance away and only GI
few hundred volts will exist between the feet during an ordinary pace. Now look closer to
the power line, an ordinary pace
can put you across more than -

1,000 volts. There is still sufficient current available to kill.
This is "step potential" and it
exists from the end of the power line out for quite some considerable distance. To approach
a pilot under these conditions
requires
an
extremely
good
knowledge of electrical safety
and it is best achieved by calling The Electricity Trust of
S.A. or other authorised bodies
in other states, and permitting
them to do any rescue operations on the pilot.
The next item is that of "touch
Let us consider a
potential".
similar accident where the hang
glider clips the power line and
knocks the power line off the
insulator and the line lands on
the steel cross arm at the top
of the nearest stobie pole.
Now a stobie pole has two metal verticals either side and the
current will flow down the cross
arm, down the stobie pole and
to earth.
The fact that this
line has moved may not be
immediately obvious.
The top
of the pole and the cross arm
will be at a voltage of 11,000
volts and as in the case before,
a graduation of voltage will
occur down the pole and out to
the point of zero volts on the
earth. A step potential hazard
exists in the area around the
pole, but worse than that is
what is known as touch potential. Should somebody approach
that pole and standing on the
approximately
I foot
ground
away, touch the pole at approximately 5 feet above the ground
they are spanning a distance of
6 feet.
This is more than
double a single pace, also it ensures the current will flow
through the hand, through the
chest, across the heart and
through the feet to earth, and
the position ont he pole 5 feet
above the ground can easily be
3,000 volts above the voltage of
the feet.
Death is normally
instantaneous.
A similar situation exists with
a wire fence which runs across
a site with a broken live power
One end of the wire
line.
SKYSAILOR
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fence may be in an area of
high voltage and it may be
touching the ground in that
area, in which case the whole
length of the fence will be at
the voltage where it touches
the ground;
yet the ground
where you approach the fence
some distance away will be at
a considerably different voltage
and hence the ordinary wire
fence may in itself present an
electrical hazard of some several hundred to several thousand
volts. This is another form of
touch potential.

450 amps may flow for one second before that fuse will blow.
For 10 seconds the current will
be limited to 300 amps. For 1
minute only 250 amps will flow.

The length of the pole or a
hang glider is 16 to 19 feet typical. Say the nose plate is in
the ground and you walk under
the glider it is possible that between the nose plate and the
ground under the tip of the leading edge a voltage of a few hundred volts may exist.
If you
reach up and grab the gUder
to move it so that you can get
to the pilot, you will find that
the leading edge voltage will be
applied to your hands through
your body to your feet. This
will mean another casualty to
carry from the site.

The message is simple - if electricity
is
involved
in
an
ACCIDENT, STAY BACK, STAY
CLEAR
AND
LET
THE
EXPERTS GET INVOL YED.

As you can see touch potential
can exist anywhere you reach
with your hands. By the way,
don't rely on the insulation quality of your cheap Chinese rubber boots. For the voltages that
I have been talking about you
will find they make little difference.
For both of the above conditions, let us consider for a moment the size of currents that
can exist.
Say the fuse is
rated at 100 amps, if you grab
hold of something or step too
far for only one second the maximum current of in excess of

Assuming
you have achieved
step or touch potential for 1,000
volts and you have a current of
450 amps flowing through you,
this means a dissipation of 450watts
or
in
more
450,000
normal terms the effect of putting 450 one bar radiators inside
of you and switching them all
on simultaneously.

are
techniques
where
There
people can move and operate in
the areas which are live, but
these
techniques
like flying,
have to be learned, but, unlike
flying, you don't have little
accidents.
You don't practise
at 20 volts and gradually go up
to 275,000 volts.
The Electricity Trust of S.A. and other
state authorities have men and
equipment capable of operating
in live 275,000 lines. Leave it
to the experts. If we lose one
pilot that is better than losing
two.
For those of you who wish to
fly near power lines remember
the
above
little
message
because you too may crash and
not be injured and when you
reach up to unhook or when you
step out from underneath your
glider, you may still kill yourself with touch potential. Stay
where you are and wait until
appropriate help can be · brought
to you.

H.G.F. R.

NEWS
A few points need to be made
about the new basis for shortterm membership:1. Cost is $5.00 for two months.

2. Student joins his State Association as a full member for
the period of membership.
3. Pilots visiting Australia from
overseas can join as shortterm members, as long as
their stay does not exceed
two months.
4. If a short-term member subsequently joins as a full member, his joining date will be
the starting date for the
short-term
membership
and
the $5.00 is deducted from
the full fee payable for that
quarter of the year.
5. Persons taking money from
students or overseas pilots
must forward the $5.00 plus
the bottom half of the form
as soon as possible to the
Administrator, Richard Dakers.
Forms have been sent
to
schools/instructors
they are known to be
If any instructor did not
supplies, he/she should
his/her State Secretary.

directly
where
active.
receive
contact

NEW RATING FORMS
All rating forms have been revised to incorporate the new
H.G.F.A. logo and various corrections and amendments, such
as the H.G.F.A. Administrator's
address in place of the State
Association address. Supplies of
forms for all ratings have been
sent to each State Association
and additional stocks will be
held
by
Richard
Dakers
(H.G.F.A. Administrator).
Any
"old" rating forms should be disposed of and no longer used.
Instructors, safety officers and
pilots requiring a rating form
should contact their State Association or Richard Dakers.
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STRESS LEVELS IN A HANG GLIDER
AIR FRAME
Financial Report
by Richard McWhinney

membership with PR4 and SO.

* Current

St. John's FAB Certificate.

* Copies

Donations for the last month for the glider project have been very pleasing again:
Previous Balance at 9.8.85:
Additional donations:

* Current

of instructor/student log and personal
flying . log. These should be both detailed and
completely up to date. Failure to produce any
. of these could result in loss of appointment.

$581.05

$ 5.00
R. Hunter
$20.00
K. Frost
$10.00
M. Dennis
Sky Logic Hang
$25.00
Gliding School
Northern Beaches Hang
$50.00
Gliding Club

$110.00

Balance at 6.9.85

$691.05

FROM THE SAFETY DIRECTOR

Thanks for the donations from the abovementioned people and all the others who supported the
donations from the Sky Logic School and Northern Beaches Club.
Technical Review
Since tq.e last report the Mechanical Engineering
faculty at the University of Newcastle has undertaken materials testing of the aluminium tubing
used in the glider air frame and the stainless
steel wires and fittings used to support the Aframe and King Post.
The aluminium tubing was subjected to an
eccentric compression load so that failure
occurred by buckling. The tensile tests on the
wire samples were arranged so that the wire
thimble and swages and the stainless steel tang
fitting was subjected to the tensile load until
failure occurred.

Unfortunately I have to report the first fatal accident since taking over this job as Safety Director. Hayden Schulze was a PR2 pilot and evidently very well liked by his colleagues. He was flying at Fairhaven in a Gyro on the 22nd. June,
The conditions were light and a
this year.
couple of more experienced pilots were soaring.
It would ·appear from the reports that I have received that Hayden was trying to soar as well,
and stalled his glider at a low altitude. He
crashed into the hill, and possibly into a stump.
He apparently suffered head injuries from which
he died.
This type of accident is not uncommon with relatively inexperienced pilots.
It doesn't often
result in a fatality, but the important thing to
learn is to make sure that air speed is maintained at all times, particularly when flying close to
the ground.
The H.G.F.A. executive extends its sympathy to
Hayden's family and all his hang gliding friends.
Kieran Tapsell

The results from these tests will be included in
the summary report to be published early in 1986.

QUEENSLAND INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION
AND RE-CERTIFICATION SEMINARS
South Queensland:
North Queensland:

November 16 - 17.
December 7 - 8.

All Queensland instructors must attend one of
these seminars to retain appointment.
For
details and to confirm your attendance, please
contact Ted McAllen or the State Secretary.
It is also imperative that the following document-ation be submitted at the seminar:
SKYSAILOR
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F.A.I. NOTES ••
By F.A.I. Co-ordinator,
Denis Cummings
After searching the H.G.F.A./F.A.I. files, it looks
like we have a lot of current members with
F.A.I. Sporting Licences, a fair scattering of
Official Observers, and a pretty even scattering
(on balance) of Delta Awards.
I've printed the list of KNOWN Licences, Observers and Award holders. Please drop me a line
if you disagree, or think that you should have a
badge or be an Observer: If you can, give
details of your original application.

Official Observer Certificates) Denis Cummings,
Delta Silver Award Claims
) Dights Crossing,
Australian & World
) SINGLETON. N.S. W
Record Claims
)
2330
),

) Phone:065 724747

F .A.L - AUSTRALIA HANG GLIDING
List of Sporting Licence Holders, Official Observers, Delta Bronze and Delta Silver Award holders.
Current at 30.9.85.

Note:
1.

2.

3.

To obtain Delta Bronze Award you need only
have passed your PR (or Hang) 3 Rating I've probably missed some of you because
your rating is not on my cards. Sorry.
To obtain your Certificate as Official Observer, you must
(a)

Hold a Sporting Licence,

(b)

Be a financial member of H.G.F.A.and,

(c)

Request the F.A.I. Co-ordinator
issue you the Certificate.

to

To obtain Delta Silver Award, you must have
completed, under F.A.I. rules, the following
tasks:(a)

50 kms. Open Distance flight,

(b)

1,000 metres Gain of Height, and,

(c)

Five Hours Duration.

Claim forms, signed by Official Observer, together with supporting evidence (e.g. barograph) must be sent to the F.A.I. Co-ordinator.
4.

All Official Observers will be
latest, updated copy of the
Code - General Section and
p.arly 1986, after they renew
ship for 1986.

issued with the
F.A.I. Sporting
Section 7 - in
their member-

To Obtain:
Sporting Licences:
Delta Bronze Awards:

SKYSAILOR
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$5.00 + complete form
on back of P.R.5 (see
Handbook) and Send to
"The
Administrator",
14 Balcombe Rd.,
MENTONE. VIC. 3194

~

SPORT'G
UC.No.

33671
51462
53165
33013
12595
11401
12692
33392
42497
12737
13947
42512
10214
12078
12342
11999
14172
12193
32547
52179
33363
32560
12981
11690
13933
52180
72216
61419
44044
32559
62261
62601
61344
62599
63049
61747
63077
62336
62999

002(237)
004
006
010
012
015
016
020
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
035
036
037
038
039
041
042
043
045
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056

HGFA

NAME

OFF.
088. BRZ. SIL.

Robert DAVIES
William TEMBY
Geoff.PRIDEAUX
Colin BARRY
Steve KENNARD
Stephen MOYES
Kelvin SMITH
Ian ROBINSON
Richard NEVINS
Denis CUMMINGS •
lain CUMMINGS •
Tony HANLON
•
Chris McDONALD.
John HEYMANS
Kevin MAGENNIS •
Paul MOLLISON •
Fred BROOKS
•
Steve GILMOUR
Wesley HILL
•
Dermot MEANEY •
Mich'l COCKBURN.
Len KILPATRICK •
Greg TANNER
•
Bruce WYNNE
•
Dennis WHITE
•
Kim STANCLIFFE •
Allan COATES
•
Russell HOUSE
•
Grah.PUKALLUS •
Craig AITKEN
•
Lindsay HALL
•
Kevin WALKER
•
Mark FACIUS
•
Ray CHATFIELD •
Peter HOWLETT •
Greg PEREJUAN •
Greg MOLONEY •
Glen LILLIG
•
Mike SABIN
•

•
•
•
•* •
•
•
•
• No.46
•
•
• No.45

•
•
•

•
•• No.32
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
•
•
(1/3)
•
*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

63029
12574
12944
33213
32518
33219
33120
33591
33289
33252
? (S.A.)

057
058
060
064
066
067
068
069
070
071
077

Russell BRIERL~Y *
Kieran TAPSELL *
Ian JARMAN
John REYNOLDSON*
Peter LISSENBERG*
Stephen RUFFLES *
Gavin HILL
*
Bill PAINE
*
Peter WRIGHT
*
Harry SUMMONS *
Gary FIMERI
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

13955
11988
12425
42086
44089
14492
14586
13016
11052
53049
43723
14246
14506
12604
12615
14241
14192
14777

082
091
092
107
124
133
135
150
151
152
155
157
162
167
169
170
171
173

*
*
*

14016
43689
15056
44252
44106

180
182
183
185
186

Phil MATHEWSON
Russell DUNCAN
Rick DUNCAN
Gra'm. ETHERTON *
Scott TUCKER
Chris BOYCE
Brian CHEESEMAN
Alan DANIEL
Steve POWTER
Steph.BLENKINSOP *
Marie TUCKER
Toni NOUD
Glenn CONNOR
Val WALLINGTON *
Paul HUBBARD
*
Phillip NOEL
William WHITE
*
Alfred (John)
CLARKE
*
Mike DELAY
Barry CLAPHAM
Rodney SPLITT
Leslie McCRYSTAL
David STEVENS

o1544(?)

*
* (2/3)
*

*

*

*
* No.47

*

*
*
*
*

(2/3)

44088
43670
43&95
13991
12315
13911
15038
14100
33664
33460
33716
15062
12460
15157
14778
63193

187
188
190
191
204
226
227
235
236
238
239
240
259
263
264
267
268

Robert COX
Geoff. TULLOCH
Gavin HOWLAND
Michael ZUPP ANI
Jim PARSONS
*
Danny SCOTT
*
Bruce DANIEL
*
Lise HOBSON
Jane WATSON (JARMAN)
Alan BEAVIS
Neil PARK
Stephen SANDLER
Rod PRATER
Michael MUCHA
*
*
Roderick NAIRN
*
Roger LONGHURST*
*
Kim GRIFFITH
*

17

30

State )

11

12

Totals)

3

7

1

6

4

6

2

12

11

12

0

N.S.W.

41

VIC.

17

QLD.

13

S.A.
W.A.

3

+

2/3

+

2/3

+

1/3

0

TAS.

*
**

THE HANG GLIDING
AND
ULTRALIGHT CENTRE (QlD)
SALES - SERVICE - FLYING LESSONS
WE ARE DESPERATE
We d es p e rately n e ed selected trades on the following
SUPER PEFORMANCE

MED/HIGH PERFORMANCE

FOIL.FOIL.FOIL.

VISION.VISION.VISION.

12 Coates Street,
Morningside, Queensland.
Australia . 4170.
Phone (07) 395 5892
852 Kingston Road,
Waterford, Queensland. 4206.
Phone (07) 200 6194

NEW GLIDERS.
BEG/INTERMEDIATE
GYRO.GYRO.GYRO.
----AIRSTAR.AIRSTAR.

~ffi G IC.MAGIC.MAGIC.

ACCESSORIES:
Backpack Harnesses.
Cocoon harnesses.
LOTS MORE e.g.
Al ti mete r s Pr e cision German Made,Wr ist Strap Included.

He lmett' (A.S.A. 206 3 )

Pa r a c hu tes .

Air Speed Indicators

Hec h argab l e A .A. lJatt e r i es , (Pack s of 10)

Variometers.
2in GIl.der Tiedowns.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Soo n to be r e l e as e d.-- Th e Economy Trike and Hang Glider. Approx.-$415b.00
Th "j s i s an e n c l os(' o crossiJa r Hang Glid e r and Large Wheel Light Weight Trike.
Trik e c an b e purcha sed se p e rat e ly.
Also will be sold in kit form if required.
Wa tc h for announcements.
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controlled force fields. Further
to that, we have added, at no
extra cost, an aero foil that will
change shape at the control of
thought impulses - to suit your
every flying condition - unlimited glide ration, aspect ratio,
thermal lift to sink rate ratio,
get the best out of those ultra
stable days, etc., etc.
For
those of you who enjoy surfing
or scuba diving we have........ "
All bullshit Acron used to say,
and switch the monitor off.

A Short Story
By David Coy
Hovering behind the
cleared
take-off area around 11.30 a.m.,
mid February, 2086, Acron was
surprised to count only six
pilots in the area. Three were
thermalllng
above,
one
was
about to launch and the other
two were below him, talking.
He manouevered his 4 x 4 jetdrive down into a vacant space,
climbed through the roof and began noting the timing of the
cycles. No sooner had he started taking this all in when his
concentration was distracted by
the two pilots who were now
throwing their arms around and
arguing loudly. Apparently they
were debating who had the
better glider. Ridiculous really
- the argument was futile since
both gliders were exactly the
same - in fact all gliders were
exactly the same. Acron knew
only too damn well, that both
ships had been manufactured
side by side in a factory on Ziroc;
a huge industrial planet
located in a galaxy too far
away for your best L.D. to
worry about.
Trade between inhabitants of
nearby planets and Earth was
now common practice
ever
since we half blew ourselves
away in the Great Wars (Stardate
20th.
Century
9th.
Decade).
Earth needed megatones of help after our little
fireworks display. Good old necessities like food, shelter and
even fresh water, were rushed
SKYSAILOR
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across the universe - supplied
by our previously silent but
ever
watchful
intergalactic
neighbours.
Nice of them to
take an interest in us at this
stage of the game.
Since we were unable to manufacture anything much at all,
and feeling very bored with ourselves, the Aliens could see a
dollar to be made at our expense by supplying our needs
instead of assisting us to reestablish industry.
The latest
"Recreation
Consignment
:
Earth 1186" Space Shuttle contained,
among
other
items,
examples of the mass-produced
hang gliders all pilots were now
flying.
Acron could still remember the
advertising
material
telexed
through
every home computer
just before each new shipment
of equipment arrived. Specifically - "Our Gliders are constructed of a highly refined
substance, the development of
which has its orfgins In carbon
graphite - first used on your
planet over 100 years ago".
(This was the big sales pitch something
from
good
old
The voice droned on
Earth).
accompanied by blue/green geometric visuals displayed on the
monitor screen. "The substance
is charged electrically by definition, having the unique ability
to attract opposite polarity at
each end of its overall mass
(pat. pend.). It means your new
hang glider, dear Earthlings, is
not held together by wired and
drag-producing tubing, but by
pure energy in the form of IC

Back at the take-off Acron was
tired of thinking about the past,
and since it was on, he started
to walk back to the car, muttering something to himself about
how he would like to see a "polarity energy" glider fly with
electrical storm activity in the
air.
He untied his prize possession from the roof rack and
placed it carefully on a grassy
patch - one long red dacron bag
containing a 20th. century prewar aluminium and dacron high
performance hang glider. When
the heat died down he came
across it in perfect condition,
along with a few other classics,
while exploring old home-made
bomb shelters located beneath
a paddock where a block of
rental flats used to stand. Pity
help the poor bugger who used
' to fly it!
The adrenalin let loose as he
set up in what looked like perfect conditions. Interested pilots and the usual spectators
started gathering around. Some
were curious, others laughed at
this
classic
antique
being
assembled in front of them.
Not being the sort of guy to
conform to the ' fashions of the
21st. century, he took no notice
instead
took
from
his
and
vehicle a harness that looked as
if it belonged with the glider.
He attached one instrument to
the speed bar - an A.V.A.R.I.O.
of alien design - supposed to be
the ultimate in flight electronics. The name -stood for (Air
Variation Assessor ' - Replacement
Integration
Obsolete),
roughly translated from the owner's manual. It was a neat device, capable of displaying visual with audible information on
everything from major and relative wind direction and speed,
stability, lapse rate, ratio of lift

to sink, glider performance monitoring, and it contained six
transducer
functions
covering
everything from graphic representations of ground terrain to
visuals of thermal air patterns
above and around the pilot. The
device was often slow to react,
but the chronometer in it kept
time which was good enough
reason to bring it along.
Acron put his vehicle keys
under the driver side stabiliser
fin and walked back to his
A
glider with some irritation.
clown was standing on the sail.
He wa) ked around the leading
edge and blasted the bloke who
had his feet on the trailing
edge. "The sail's not for wiping
your feet on, pal". He cast a
menacing look over the group
before anyone could ask any
dumb questions. His look didn't
stop a couple of nice looking
girls who were taking side bets
on the chances of him getting
off the ground.
I wonder if
they are into hang gliding, he
thought.
Meanwhile a father
was asking his son where the
radio control unit for the glider
was, and someone else was telling their friends which wires he
pulls to make It go up. Some
things never change!

Three or four pilots were soaring about seven hundred feet
above, but on realisIng Acron's
intention to launch, flew away
to leave the air space clear but
full of static electricity.
He
settled the glider squarely on his
shoulders, paused, and had to
wait for a couple of dogs chasing space biscuits thrown by a
comedian spectator to "get the
hell out of the way!", then ran
smoothly into a ' nice one moving
the
take
off.
He
through
climbed into prone while gently
circling in buoyant five hundred
up, centred into the core and
found himself high above the
take off area and, happily, the
crowd below. A couple of kids
in Jet Saucers were trying to
tail him, but he managed to
throw a few vortices at them
which knocked them back. Not
bad for a glider over a hundred
years old. A faint yellow sun
high above barely pierced the
smog and dust of the atmosphere around him. The terrain
below had that new forest look
about it.
Patches of green
forest had started to grow back
surrounded by black tree trunks
and charcoal paddocks and fields
seemingly
taking
decades
to
filter the radiation from their
soils.

Acron hummed a recent hit
song quietly to himself 5,000 ft.
above and still going up.
A
huge crater scarring the countryside below looked like a Coke
bottle top (new flavour) inverted
In the dirt. "Bloody war", he
said out loud.
Working hard
under a developing cloud street
he was able to relax and forget
the
world
below.
The
A.V.A.R.I.O. was chattering out
some info. about cloud base and
possible cloud streets to take.
"Bit late, mate", he said as he
glanced at it.
Hooking into
another thermal, and concentrating on that, the rest of his
flight formed a typical down
wind, thermal, down wind, thermal pattern. Long shadows and
fading light told him ' at least
three hours had lapsed, and feelIng it was time to meet a few
friends for a beer - the Aliens
brewed a fine lager he hated to
admit - he brought her down,
setting up an easy landing in a
burnt out forest clearing on the
outskirts of a destroyed city
109 kms. from take-off.
Feeling very stoked, he just
stood there staring at the glider
for a while. He thought about
how things might have been If
they hadn't pressed the button
that started war back in the
20th. century.
Back at the take-off Site, two
pilots were looking out over the
view. They could see two small
grassy hills 2,000 ft. below
across the valley. One of the
hills was matt black.
They
could just see the ruins of a
town reflected in the late afternoon sun. The charred remains
of a fiery Invasion. The smell
of burnt grass was distinguishable
and a fragment of air-borne ash
drifted past.
A message sent
too late.
Fifty kms. away in
the city a kid pressed the fire
- button on a video game he
was playing - and 109 kms. away
Acron presed the 4 x 4 vehicle
summons button on his wrist,
but the .car didn't respond. He'd
forgotten to activate the auto
pick-up before he launched.
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.THE AI./iSPACE SU./iVIVA.l IIT
·This compact kit is in its ovn vaterproof bag .
It fits easily into any small harness pocket.
It veighs (1 kg and contains more than 15
items . Each is useful in itself but together
they are the minimum needed to ensure your
(or someone elses) surviV8l and rescue. It can
also be used as a first aid kit or tool kit.
If you are going IIC this SlJamer you'll
need this kit. Remember lIurphy's Lay.

$39

lOR tBIS 1I0• .t:'l O.LT .... .. .. ...
a.._ _IIIiiIII_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _".."
-

~
..

AIRSPACE T-Shirts .••.• $11 • Sloppy ..Joe's •••.. $20.
. · •.. ww..t Mia

. ";'

H.A.NG GLIDING

.i PO sox 182·,1 \IV.A.V~AL.EV,! NS~ 2024!
POD HRRNESSES .• (high comfort/lov drag) •••• $370
BRCKPRCK HRRNESSES. (custom colours) .•••. $295
HELMETS ••••••.•••.•••••••.•••••••• ~ •••••••••.•.• ~.~ •••••• $ 50
RIR SPEED INDICRTORS •••. ,.:-::~ .•.••.••• ; •.:~.· •••.•. $ 45
RLTI METERS (0-4500m). (DOA requirement)$ 28
HRNG LOOPS most sizes .......................... $ 10
UPRIGHTS any gllder......;.: ......................... $ 25
HRND FR I R I NGS •••••••••••••••••••••••• :.... . ............ $ 30
TOW 8RIDLES •.(6mm prest retched rope) •••••••. $ 30
URR I OS .•••••.....•..•.••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••.••••. PHONE
UURRNEY SUN GLRSSES (sides/lOO"l.UV) ••• PHONE
PRRRCHUTES •....•••.•••.••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••..•• . $300 .
LOG BOOK(the nev ratin~ system requires it) $ 5

'.'

"

All Cotton/Double S'XI'an

','

'140/'160/'1BO

$

'1750

I ' you don't believe th~ GYRO 2 is lighter~ handles better, sets-up
quicker, is easier to T/O and land than Its cOl7Jpetltors then you
either haven't 'Io_n one o r you're '1.111
bovine excrement.
DO YOURSELF.A F..AVDUR. FL Y ONE BEFORE YOU BUY ONE !!

0'

FOIL '135/'155/'165

. ':.: W'ith
speedbar

$2'150

. Even i ' the N1agic ahd the GTR had the sal7Je per'orl7Jance as the
FOIL, you"'d buy a FOIL on aesthetics, technology and handling•
..Apart ' r o m the ' " c t t h " t the /VIagic'o5 " n d GTR '05 _ i t h their
primitive keel pockets are outdated, the FOIL has demonstr,;;,ted
that i t has a si,qni'icantly b e t t e r high speed glide. A n d ' o r X/C's
and competition, th"t'.!S the most import"nt p"r"meter.

WITH EVERY GLIDER BOUGHT THROUGH AIR~~4(F YOU GET .
2 SPARE UPRIGHTS AN AIR.$P.4tF T-SHIRT AND LOG BOOK FREE
I

fOR GLIDERS SENT INTERSTATE ADD $50 TO COVER FREIGHT AND PACKING
fOR ORDERS UP TO $5Q. ADD $5 fOR p~p. . fOR ORDERS OVER $5.Q.,!mL$10 fORP.1tp..
Ex ces:; p'ostage refUnded . If not comp'letely satisfied. a fUll refUnd vi 11 be given .
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General Meteorology
Part IV
by Rick Jesuroga

We sec and hear about clouds nearly every
day of our live~ . Clouds aft: perhaps the most
visible part of our environment above the surface . All of us have spent some time staring at
the white puffy-like structures as they move
ever so slowly across the sky.
Clouds can often illustratc the air motion
that is taking place above the surface . Within
this section. WI! will become beller acquainted
with nalure's way of showing us the air motion
withi{1 our lower layer as well as take a c10str
look at warm and cold fronts. Before we begin
illuslfat ing different types of clouds. Wt
should have a general understanding of how
they actually form .
Warm air can hold more moisture than cold
air. The moisture within warm air is in the
lorm of water vapor. As air becomes warmer.
it~ ability to hold more moisturt becomes
greater. As air cools, however, its ability to retain moisture becomes limited. We have all
seen this happen wilh an ice cold glass on a hot
sunny day. As warm moist air comes in contact with the cold glass, condensation occurs,
forming water droplets on the outside of the
glass. When air cools to the point where condensation occurs, Wt say the temperature of
the air has reached its dew point temperature.
The dew point temperature is Ihe
tempcralure to which a parcel of air would
have 10 be cooled in order 10 become
saturated. One method of describing how clost
Iht air lemperalure may actually be to the dtw
poim lempcralure is with the term relative
humidity. Relalive humidity routinely expft!sses Ihe water contenl of the air in percen! .
Now let's see how the dew point is related 10
cloud formation within the troposphere.
[II order for a purcel of air to reach saturation, Wt /IIust evaporate moisture into it 10 incrtase its dtw point temptraturt, or cool it
down 10 its current dew point temperalure, or
both . The cooling process is the most imporlanl regarding cloud formal ion.
There arc a number of ways air may cool.
Cloud formation is mainly due: to cxpansional
cooling as it is lilied higher in alliludt wh.:rt

almosph.:ric pressure is low~r.
In Part I we learned that temperatur~s in the
troposphere decreas~ with height on the
average. We also know thai clouds may limn
within low pressure systems due to the lilting
. of air within tht low. But there is still one
mon: ingredient needtd before condensation
will actually occur.
In order for water vapor to change phase,
there musl be a suilable surface on which Ihe
water vapor may condense. Earlier Wt discussed condensalion forming on a cold gluss.
So what type of surface is in Ihe atmosph~re?

mak~

a gcneral stalcment thac the liquid or ic~
will grow in siz~ and wdght until
Ihey no longer can suslain themselves within
th~ cloud . The panicks Ihemselves are susp~nd~d by the updrafts within Ih~ clouds .
Clouds Ihal do not have strong updraJis will
gen~rally produce ligilltr Iypcs of precipilalion in a mor~ continuous manner. Clouds of
this type ar~ called stratus clouds and they
usually produce overcasl skies lor extended
periods of time.
Olher Iypes of clouds Ihal have sllong verlical currents can susluin larger liquid or ice
panicl~s

Cirn)!> c.lovd!> ~dve a 1hin,wi~r'j, o~ streak~ dl'peara~c.e. a~the~ are unde\""
th~ influente a{ {a':>le~ "'O\ll~ lUind ",ihe UfPC. .... troro~rhere .

.'

45,000
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Air contains many microscopic panicles
called condensalion nuclei thai serve as jusl
such a surface. These tiny particles art made
up of sail, dUSI, and combustion paniculales.
Water vapor will condense on these tiny condensation nuclei and form liquid or ice parliclcs. 11 is thest liquid and ict panicles Ihal
we aClUally sec as a cloud. To simplify our
discussion, we'll look very brielly al formation
of prtcipitation.
A very compkx growth proCtSS occurs
wilhin douds 10 cause precipitation. We can

panicles lor longer periods of lime . Strong updrafls wilhin Ih~st clouds can also carry a
growing panicle 10 gn!al heighls within thl!
cloud allowing it 10 grow to a vcry largc sizt
btfore il exits the cloud. These clouds arc of
Ihe cumulus Iype which generally bring
localized heavy precipitation lor shon periods.
Now that we have a general understanding
of cloud developmem and precipitalion, let's
look into diflcrent types of clouds and what
they may Idl us about the air currems around
lhem.
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Cirrus c1oud~ arc generally found in the upper rc!:ions of the tropo~phere . They range in
altitude from 17,000 feet to 45,000 fcct. They
arc made up almost entirely of ice crystals and
olfer no precipitation. Cirrus clouds have a
thin, wispy or streaky appearance as they an:
under the: inllucnce of faster moving wind in
the upper troposphere. Sec rigure A.
Stratus clouds can be found throughout the
tropo~phere but are generally in the middle
levels . They arc made of both liquid or ice partides. When these particles grow large enough
to form precipitation', it usually falls as light
continuous precipitation for extended periods.
They are a gray sheet-like cloud, widespread
and uniform in appearance. They contain very
little: turbulence and may be an indication of a
stable, 5aturated layer. When stratus clouds
form on the ground, we refer to them as fog.
See Figure B.
Cumulus clouds are my favorite . These are
the clouds most hang glider pilots learn to love
and enjoy (and respect). Cumulus clouds form
from the lifting of air, especially during the
warm months. Cumulus clouds generally
signify instability and perhaps good thermal
soaring weather.
Fair weather cumulus are generally small
puffy white clouds that remain fairly small .
They are characterized by fiat bases with
rounded shaped tops . Fair weather cumulus
range in altitude from the lower to middle
troposphere:. They offer no preicpitation and
may contain moderate turbulence. See Figure

StrdtUo;, c.\oud~ are 9re~ a\'\d ""heet-like il'\ appe.arance , w\dCSl'tecld and
uniform. Whe\'l the~iorl"\ onthe ~rovYlcl, we Ytfer tothel>l. oS fo~ .
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flat bll'I>e~ II./·tt~ rounded ",h<!lped top!>
dnd. are fOirl~ ~w\Zlll irl. ~ize .
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The towering cumulus indicates a deep layer
of moist unstable air. It is characterized by a
fiat base and tall vertical development . This
cloud contains considerable turbulence due to
the strong up- and downdrafts within the
cloud. Often it develops into a cumulonimbus
(storm cloud). See Figure D.

TOII./crin9 cUrtlulvf> indicAte

a deep

la~e\" o~ moi~t

un~\.able. air. ine!! are
"h4tllc.terir.eJ. b';l a f lal
bac..e and tall ve~tic:aL

dcve\opcnlcnt.
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Cumulonimbus douds are the result of the
most unstable conditions in the atmosphere.
Whilc:: I always try to fly in unstable, rising air,
I preler to observe cumulonimbus clouds from
a distance . These are the thunderstorm clouds.
They are characterized by dark bases that look
like they are rolling when viewed from directly
underneath . The vertical development is immc:nse, olien extending to the tropopause. As
one views the vertical development of a
cumulonimbus, you can see the powerful,
moisture-laden updrafts within the cloud. As
the cloud reaches the top of the troposphere
and interacts with strong upper level winds,
the top orlhe cloud tends to fiatten, and a long
cirrus "anvil" may form. These clouds contain severe, violent turbulence that could cause
severe structural damage to almost any aircraft. Storm clouds, as they are often called,
produce heavy, concentrated amounts of

..

CUMulonimbv& clovd!> are the re!>uH of the Woost
vl'I .. table conJitiol\~ ill t he atrno~p\'tre . The .. e Ot"~ the
H'lUnc1et"btorm c.loud ... charAct~riz.ed. b~ d.!lr~ bases,tall
verticlt. develoreMent and. a c.iryvs anvil.

precipitation, strong gusty winds, hail and
destructive tornadoes. See Figure E.
Clouds in themselves are very seldom found
without different types of other clouds nearby,
or even different types within one cloud. If a
stratus cloud has some of the features of a
cumulus cloud, we may call it a stratocumulus.
If a cirrus cloud contains a rippling feature
within its wispy appearance, we may call it a
cirrocumulus. Any cloud which has the prefix
or sufftx "nimbo" associated with it has
precipitation, such as a nimbostratus or
cumulonimbus. If a cloud name contains the
term " ulto," this refers to a cloud in the middle altitudes of the troposphere, such as an
altocumulus or altostratus.
Now that we have a general understanding
of cloud formation and their identifying
fe atures, Ids look at what types of clouds are
associa ted with warm and cold fronts to better
undastand frontal weather.
In Part II we k arned that warm and cold
frollls extwd out ward from the center of the
low. Now let'S look at a cross section of a
typical warm front. See Figure F .
Here we sec the warm air overrunning the

cold air. The arrows indicate the airflow. Note
carefUlly that the warm front aloft extends far
beyond its surface position. The frontal boundary rises over the cold air in a long gradual

-==
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fashi on . As warm air is lined upw ard al ong
this bo undary, its vertical component is
generally too slow to form cumulus clouds.
The result is the formation of widespread
stratus clouds.
From what we know of stratus clouds, we
can conclude that warm fronts generally bring
widespread cloudiness with light -continuous
prccipiation for extended periods of time.
As warm air is less dense than cold, barometric pressures have a tendency to fall
unsteadily as the warm front surface position
approaches . Once the warm front itself has
passed entirely, pressures will generally remain steady. Pressure tendcncies are shown in
Figure F.
Cold fronts generally bring more sc:vm:
weather. See Figure G. Here we see a cross
section of a cold front. Again the arrows indicate the airflow. We see that the cold front is
pushed from behind while the surface retards
its forward movement. This results in a very
stcep frontal boundary. As warm, moist air encounters the cold front, the warm air is forced
upward rapidly in a strong, vertical fashion .This is especially true if the warm air is very
unstable. The result is the formation of
cumulus clouds along the frontal boundary.
From what we know of cumulus clouds, we
can conclude thut cold fronts may bring a
rapid change in local weather conditions . Cold
fronts are gent:rally associated with gusty
winds, heavy localized precipitation including
hailstones and ice pellets. Cold fronts can also
cause fast-moving thunderstorms and squall
lines.
Barometric pressures will have a tendency to
fall rapidly as the cold front approaches. This
is due to the rapid lifting of air along the frontal boundary. Once the cold front has passed,
barometric pressures will rise sharply as the
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cold dense air moves in. Between the passage
of a warm or cold front, barometric pressures
gc:n·erally illustrate .only small diurnal fluctuations.
At this point we will end our discussion of
Pan IV. Now that we have a basic understanding of clouds, warm and cold fronts, try to
become more aware of the weather
characteristics within your local area during a
frontal passage. By referring back to this section periodically before a front moves in, you

will soon be able to find marked tendencies
during frontal passages. Remember to always
make a quick check of the relative humidity
before trying to determine the amount of expected cloud'cover. You might also remember
that sometimes cirrus clouds may be an indication of an advancing warm front soon to
arrive.
In Part V we will conclude our series with a
discussion of the Lifted Index and soaring
forecasts . ~
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" FREESTYLE ,83"
····THE MOViE ····
The video-tape of the first
Stanwell Pa rk Free Style Hang
Gliding competition

fe a turing
Danny Scott
Bruce Daniel
Phil Mathewson
Stew Kenwor thy

Chris "Space" Hunter •
.• awaiting permission
to land.
Photo courtesy of
Messenger Newspapers.
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Allan Daniel
Steve Powter
Rod Stevens
Steve Hague

r. t. 2hrs40min
vhs
price $70
beta
cheque-7j & e co by
3a raymond rd. thirroul2515

RENEWALS
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Yes folks! It's that time again ...
Well,
here it is... end of the year
approaching and we all know what that means;
sUl1l11ertime
soari ng,
thennal s,
competitions ... and membership renewals. In this
issue is a membership renewal fonn for
1986. Look at the fee schedule carefully
and you'll note a few changes from last
year. The mai none is that if you renew on
time, you get a $5. 00 di scount! For those
who don I t renew by the end of the year, not
only wi 11 you have to pay the full amount,
but you won I t
be abl e to enter any
competition, you won't be insured and
you'll
stop
getting
"Skysailor"
after
January.
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Also, NSW members will note that if you
1 i ve in the Sydney fWo 11 ongong a rea, you I re
up for an extra $2.00, ie anyone with an
STO prefix to their phonenumber of (02) or
(042 ).
Finally, when you do send your money in,
you III get a shi ny new membershi p card wi th
the new full colour HGF A logo on the front.
You'll also receive a 'Financial I sticker
and a rati ng sti cker (for the card) pl us a
'Financial ' sticker for your helmet. These
cards are virtually indestructible so new
cards will not be issued each time you
change your rati ng or when you renew each
year; you'll simply get a new 'peel off'
sticker to replace the old one. Once you
have your new membership card do not send
it in when submi tti ng a rati ng fonn. Merely
send in the completed rating form and
you'll get back a new rating sticker.
Any probl ems wi th the revi sed system shoul d
be directed ' to our Administrator, Richard
Oakers, on (03) 583 2315.

1
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1986 AUSTRALIAN
HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
The entry fee for the 1986 Nationals is
$50.00. Payment is required as follows:
STATE TEAM MEMBERS:
Team 1i sts together wi th the fee for each
. team member must be sent to the Admi ni sjtrator (Richa~Dakers) by December 15th,
:1985. If names of all team members plus
;payment are not recerved on time, those
:places will be allocated to other State
teams.
"QUALIFIER" PILOTS:
The fee is to be pa i d on the morni ng of the ·
rst day of competiti on (i e January 7th).
Those pilots not qualifYing for the
Nationals will have $15.00 refunded at the
end of the qualifier.

! fi

Note the dates aga f n :
Qualifier:
January 7-9
Main Comp:
January 11-18
Place:
Mt Buffalo
Please note:
All pilots must be financial for 1986. No
new card - no-11ry!

HANG GLIDING
FEDERATION of
AUSTRALIA

Administration Office
H.G.F.A.
14 Ba1combe Rei
Mentone, Victoria 3194

/

APPLICATI(JII FOR SI-K)RT TERM r.EMBERSHIP OF
(State/Territory Associat!on)
A Member Association of HGFA
0:

•
A short term membership entitles an individual to 2 months full membership of
his/her State/Territory Association. In addition to allowing a person to legally
operate a hang glider In accordance with Department of Aviation regulations, a
short term member wi II receive:
Public liability insurance for Third Party property damage or personal injury up
to $1,000,000 (with $200 excess), arising from hang gliding activities anywhere in
Austral ia.
Two copies of the monthly hang gliding magazine, nSkysailor n , one within 7 days
of
the
application
being received by
the HGFA Administrator
and
the other
approximately 2 weeks before the membership expiry date.

W

•
Short term membership becomes effective immediately upon the application below
being signed and the fee of $ ......... being paid to the Instructor, Safety Officer
or other authorised person. Note that the fee must be paid before any instruction
is undertaken. This part of the form should be retained as a receipt and the lower
half, together with the fee, sent as soon as possible by the Instructor etc to the
HGFA Administrator.
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Date of Appl ication:
Date of Termination:

Fee taken by:

Applicant1s Name (print):
Address:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••
Postcode: •••.•••.

I hereby apply for short term membership of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
and understand that this allows me to legally operate a hang gl ider, provides
$1,000,000 public liability insurance and entitles me to receive two copies of
nSkysailor". I understand that this membership expires 2 calendar months from the
date below. I agree to abide by the Constitution, rules and regulations of the HGFA
and the Association named above and to abide by the directions of authorised
officers of those two bodies.
Signed: .•..••....•.•..•..••••••••.•••.
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OFFICE USE
Received by HGFA:
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Dear Editor,
If I had this months issue of
SKYSAILOR, I could be reading
it, instead of writing about how .
nice it would be even to have
it delivered in the same month.
If the mag. is ready to be sent
at the beginning of the month
I don't see why our ever dependable postal service, and I use
the term loosely, can't get our
mag.
to
members
a
little
quicker!
What ever happened
to rain, sleet or snow. Come
on posties get your finger out.
Being the main medium of communication between pilots since '
the jungle drums were outdated.
It is often the only way of
informing
pilots
of
coming
events and comps.
It's not
much use reading there's a
meeting last week and your
invited. As a fanatic it's hard
enough to go through the month
without flying every day, then
have to hang out waiting for
that
. month's news.

Very Sincerely,
Gary Davie.
Fly out above and beyond.
Editor's Note:
Thanks for the letter Gary and
I suppose your concern over the
lateness of SKYSAILOR is shared
by a gopd many of our fellow
pilots. Although, as you point
out, our gallant postal service's
patient, plodding ways certainly
don't help, it's only fair to
point out that, In .the case of
the
September
and
October
issues, this lateness was due to
a number of factors.
Firstly, I took a week off in
mid-August.
Secondly, my car
- the infamous "Whale" - disgraced Itself by falling a simple
roadworthlness test, leaving me
with'o ut transport.
Then my
sturdy cohort, Adam Hunt, went
to hospital to get some ironmongery pulled out of his leg (he
hopes to become radar-Invisible,
we think), leaving me to battle
along on my own.
THEN

horror of horrors, the printer's
shop was rocked by an outbreak
of the 'flu, putting them about
Th~
a week-and-a-blt behind.
end result of this rather disastrous sequence was that the September issue ended up some
three-and-a-half weeks' behind
sechedule.
Fair enough, you may say, but
what about the October Issue?
Well, guess who got the 'flu
next••••••• That's right, your fearless editor was soon coughing
and sneezing•••••• confined to bed
for a week. But, as it happens,
it wouldn't have made much
difference, as many of the contributions were slow in materialising this time.
I can assure you that we do try
hard to get each issue out as
soon as humanly possible and,
as the magazine's new format
settles
down,
issues
should
become more regular. It would,
however, greatly accelerate the
process if vital contributions,
such as club news and reports
could be in by the 10th. of
each month for the following
month.
Anyway, it's nice to know .that
SKYSAILOR
is
so
eagerly
awaited. (I've even heard of one
case of , a copy of the August
issue "being stolen from a . letterbox!).
Dear Edi tor,
I would like to reply to a letter
in the August issue of SKYSAILOR by Geoff Martin in which
he gave a most unfair criticism
of the rating system and particularly
the recently compiled
N.S. W. site guide.
Mr. Martin says that he is a
P.R.2 pilot and, like most other
P.R.2 pilots is obviously having
difficulty in finding sites which
he can . legally fly, especially
during the winter months.
I
sympathise with this but must
object to his blaming the rules
and regulations and the people
that made them, for this. The

rules, e.g. site ratings, were
made by experienced pilots who
know what skills are needed to
fly each particular site. It is
not their fault that individual
sites have hazards of one type
or another; that a certain takeoff is too dangerous for an inexperienced pilot because of an
unfortunately placed tree or
other natural obstacle.
They
have simply assessed each site
and rated them accordingly to
prevent accidents, erring very
wisely on the side of caution.
Perhaps you, Mr. Martin, should
follow their example and not
break the rules; they are there
for a good reason. Besides, if
you are prepared to travel a bit
I'm sure you could find some
nice sites to fly legally, apart
from your "own back yard".
I was particularly incensed by
your criticism of the recently
published
N.S.W.
site guide.
This is something which many
pilots have wanted for years
but, until now, nobody has been
willing to take on the job
because of the difficulties assocIated with it.
I think John
Selby has excelled himself in,
first of all, volunteering to do
the job, and secondly, for making a ' very presentable guide.
Of course, (as the Editor also
pointed out in his response to
Mr. Martin's letter in the same
issue), this site guide was never
intended initially as a comprehensive one, but just a start for
others to add to.
This was clearly spelt out in
SKYSAILOR several months ago
when individuals were offered
$10.00 for each additional site
they s end for inclusion in the
guide.
So, Mr. Martin, why don't you
do something a little more constructive that just criticise, and
send in a submission. You may
make a few dollars out of it
for yourself as well.
Also, you may then start to
realise what a gigantic exercise
it would be to compile a national site guide as you suggest.
There would be hundreds, possibSKYSAILOR
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ly thousands, of sites in this
country and to document them
all thoroughly would be an
extremely difficult,
frightfully
expensive and very time-consuming job. It would also be quite
impractical.
For example how
often would a pilot in N.S. W.
want to know details of a site
in W.A. or vice-versa. A site
guide for each state is all that
is necessary and that is what
in
N.S. W.
has
one
person
started to do. All we need now
is for people like you to give
him a hand. So how about It?
Yours angrily,
Nigel Goddard.

Dear Fellow Pilots,
The second ever Stanwell Park
Freestyle Hang Gliding Competition will now be held immediately following the Lawrence Hargraves
Competition.
For
example we won't attempt to
hold the competition in substandard conditions.
We need

a quality wind and we need it
in quantity. Lucky for us Stanwell Park is richly endowed
with both at that time f)f year.
We will not attempt to hold the
competition in wind under about
14 kts;
The scoring system has also
been refined as a result of the
valuable experience gained from
the first competition.
We are trying to structure a
safe competition where the pilot
doesn't feel pressured to take
undue risks In order to win.
With this aim In mind aspects
of flight like Style, precision,
structuring of the flight as a
whole, ground handling, takeoffs and landings, the sequencIng and inteflowing of manoeuvres are all weighed highly
enough In the scoring In order
to offset pure radicalness, which
we feel should be un-necessary
in order to win. That can be
left to pure aerobatics competitions.
Hang Gliding is a sport. However, we · feel, it is also an art
form and thus a means of self
expression.
In this competition
It will be the art that will be
appreciated.

So if you feel you are good
enough, doesn't matter where
you are from or what colour
~u are, male or female, send us
letter
with
your
entry
money of $30.00. You may just
get in. There will be 16 competitors chosen with 2 reserves.
If you don't make it we will
send your money back immediately.

a

Please send your entry request
·' to:Freestyle Competition,
John Coby,
3A Raymond Rd.,
Thirroul. N.S.W. 2515
Now for the sponsors: We will
not approach any outside sponsors. This competition will be
totally sponsored by the Australian Hang Gliding Industry. The
size of the prize will reflect
directly the generosity of the
people who rely on you, the
Australian Hang Glider Pilot, for
their living.
again appeal for donations
from the industry for prize
money.
You will be acknowledged numerous times In the
Skysailor.
I thank you all,
John Coby.

ATTENTION ALL PILOTS
USING MT. BLACKHEATH
This site is in critical danger
and very close to being closed.
The reason for this is a lack of
thought on the part of the
pilots, and of those driving
down to pick up from the landing area.
The farmer is justifiably upset
about damage to the grass in
the landing area being caused
by pilots' and friends' cars.
When crossing the grid at the
bottom of the road down from
the mountain you are entering
private property. All cars must
park on the edge of the dirt
road, (leaving space for the farmer to pass if necessary).
If, for some emergency reason
you cannot land in the designated landing area and must
land in one of the paddocks
check for an absence of cattle
(especially bulls - for your own
sake), and horses.
Carry your
glider back to the landing area.
Make sure that any gate opened
is closed again immediately.

We are extremely lucky to be
allowed to use this excellent
site
and
our
future
there
depends on your co-operation.
If things do not improve we
may as well tear up the new
ramp to fuel the barbeque. Now
that would be a shame, wouldn't
it?
But, onto brighter
comrades-in-hang!

things

my

Hopefully, by the time you read
this the Stanwell Park weather
-check phone answering machine
will be operational, (if nQt,
don't despair - it will be soon.
If it is operational, rejoice!)

At last after years of talking
and planning, there is a phone
answering machine at the Enterprise Wings Factory. This machine will inform all eager pilots
of flying conditions at Stanwell.
This message will be updated at
least twice a day (oh - the
wonders of modern technology,
what will they think of next?)
Never again will you check the
conditions in Sydney, "um & ah"
about making "the drive", finally doing so only to find it's
gone N.E., or westerly, after
all the hassle of getting there.
How much would you expect to
pay for such a service?
For
those pilots in the Greater Sydney Region (Excluding Stanwell
Park) the cost is a mean $2.00
per year. For those living outside the abovementioned regions,
the service is absolutely free!
The $2.00 will be levied from
the H.G.F.A renewal of those
pilots living in the regions of
Greater Sydney and Wollongong.
Two dollars is an insignificant
amount when compared to the
cost of petrol previously burned
for fruitless journeys when it
wasn't on.
If the service saves you one
journey per year then it has
paid for itself at least twice
over!

There will of course be those
who complain about the exhorbitant fee of $2.00 per year. But
to the intelligent and discerning
pilot this service makes good
sense.
I know you're all waiting with
fidgety probing fingers waiting
for me to give you the magic
number.
Read the Enterprise
Wings Advertisement, get their
factory number, phone them and
they'll happily tell you what it
is.

COMPETITION NEWS
1985 N.S.W. State Championships
- Cooplacurripa
Entries for
this
competition
close
15th.
October.
Late
entries will only be accepted
in very unusual circumstances
and then only if a place is
available (limit of 60).
Interstate/Overseas
entrants will be considered guests and hence only to
pay $50
entry fee.
These
entrants may be limited depending on numbers and will be informed
as soon as possible
should aJ lace not be available.
The First Competition Day
will be Saturday, 23rd.
November, '85.
Pilots meeting
in the compo area 8 a.m. sharp.
Conditions often become soarable - at 10 a.m. at this time of
year, so be prompt.
How to get there?
Find Wingham on the
map;
follow the road - west to
Mt. George; continue on approximately 20 kms. of dirt road
and follow the signs until you
turn off left at a rusty fridge,
(sign also), 1 km. to a gate,
bubbling mountain stream, bush
camp area and competition headquarters.
Those pilots who wish to arrive
early in the week prior to the
competition
should
contact
Craig Worth (065) 59 2713 or
Bob Barnes (065) 54 0416 for
information regarding site protocol and arrangements.
Rules,
Scoring system, tasks,
etc will be presented at this
first pilots meeting.
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Tasks will
involve turnpoints
(camera and spare film essential) and be of the long flying
time variety where possible, to
ensure competition validity.
Maps:
Department of National
Resources 1: 100,000 Topographical Maps 9234, 9334 and Dept.
of Defence Joint Operations
Graphic S.H. 56-14 (Hastings)
1:250,000 may be useful for
those pilots unfamiliar with the
area in identifying turnpoints/
navigation, etc.
Site Preparation At the time of writing
(9/9/85) a slab for amenities
complete with "flush" plumbing
and septic tank has been laid no mean feat with voluntary
labour "miles from nowhere",
with
acquisition,
for running
costs only, of a big tip truck,
backhoe, and cement truck by
Dave Healy Enterprises. These
alone must have saved us/you
$1,000. Thanks Dave.

In the next few weeks final construction of said block will be
completed. A building for catering facilities is being upgraded
and clearing of an additional
takeoff/set up area and track
maintenance progressing well; All
with volunteers from the Mid
North Coast H.G.A.
Thanks
Boys and Girls.
Thanks Craig,
Craig Worth, our competition organiser is working energetically to co-ordinate all this;
and getting his hands dirty with
the rest of us, and in the meantime worrying about all the
other nonsense that goes with
competitions:
All for no pay,
might I add.

Bob Barnes,
N.S.W. Comps. Officer.

Trevor Pearson •• awaiting
permission to land •••••
See next month's issue.
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Announcing our new dealership with EJ": TERP!USE 'flING S :

FOIL

and

GYRO II

The FOIL 140, 155 or 165 - you will have to fly to
believe - basic glider $2150 inc. V.B .• speed bar.
The GYRO 2 145. 160 or 180 - only the best design
and style in beginner/intermediate gliders.
Obligation free test flights available.
The school is offering the best pre-sale and after
sale service as well as other INCENTIVES if you
arrange the test rlight through the school.
Enquiries about new or 2nd hand gliders or
equipment are welcome.
Ask to speak to Forrest or leave a message
ana I will gladly call you ~ _ pp~.
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A Reminder
From the Safety Director
In light of our new A.N.O.'s .
coming into ' being, we should remind ourselves of the conditions
under which we are allowed to
fly.

,~
/

--.,

' .

/

Nothing could be worse than another aircraft materlallslng out
of the mist just In front of you.

Stanwell
Snippets

)

/ '; ) "!

<~o;·

LAWRENCE HARGRAVE

d _

Ie::::

...::::

INTERNATIONAL
The Stanwell Park Hang Gilding
Club will host the Third Lawrence
Hargrave
International
Hang Gliding Competition to be
held from 27th. January, 1986
(the Saturday of the long weekend) for the following week. We
hope to finish the competition
by the Saturday of the following
week, depending on conditions.

First of all we must fly only In
Visual Meteorological Conditions
(Y.M.c.), which means We must
be able to navigate our sight
.and we must also stay a set distance from clouds as set out below.
Height

Flight Distance from
VlslCloud
Vert
bility
Hor. .

Below
5,000' AMSL
Above
5000'AMSL

5km

600m

500'

Ian Jarman will be .the Com petIitlon
Director, and the general
I

Also remember that when flying
In our designated areas you
must ring the nearest Flight Service Unit (F,S.U.) to obtain
clearance. ' And then give them
estimated time of departure,
approx. route, expected maximum height, expected destinatIon
and
expected time of
, arrival.

organlser on behalf of the Club
will be Kieran Tapsell. Our efforts over the past two years to
gain some sponsorship money
have not been successful and so
we are not able at this stage
to offer anything.
If In the meantime, funds do
. become available, that can be
regarded as a bonus.

There will be an entry fee of
, $80.00 per pilot to cover operatIng costs.

8km 2000m 1000'

We expect to have about 30
pilots In the competition and
the number of Australians will
be determined by the number of
overseas applicants. As It is an
' international competition, preference will be given to overseas
pilots depending on their level
, of performance.

The F.S.U. phone numbers are
I~ your handbook and calls can
be made reverse charges.
Forrest Park,
N.S.W. Safety Director.

: Those pilots who might be inter: ested in entering the contest
are asked to write to Kieran
! Tapsell, 19 Stanwell Avenue,
I Stanwell Park, N.S.W. 2509.
Alison Farrar,

i (Secretary).
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V.H.G.A

Relevant minutes from the Annual
General
Meeting
and
the
First Committee Meeting, August
13th.

(2)

Contact Numbers:
President:

John Walmsley
772 9723 (a.h.)
652 4910 (b.h.)

Secretary:

Colin Macrae
557 3395 (a.h.)

(3)

Australian Nationals:
Ian O'Neill expressed his opposition to moving the Nationals from
the Ben Nevis area and was
extremely
critical
of
the
V.H.G.A.
Committee's
handling
of this matter. His reasons for
objection were:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Government Instrumentalities
in the area have spent large
sums of money upgrading
roads, etc. They may be reluctant to do this in future
if they consider these sites
are not being used to their
full extent.
Possible lack of consideration
of support on the part of
the locals if the amounts of
money
which
have
been
spent in the area during past
Competitions suddenly stops.
Mr. O'Neill also indicated
that he felt that this was an
arbitrary decision
on
the
part of the Committee which
was made without sufficient
consultation
between
the
Committee and all Ordinary
Members of the V.H.G.A.

The
PreSident,
Secretary and
Treasurer each replied to these
allegations at length and the
main points were as follows:
(1)

The H.G.F.A. decided on the
venue for the Nationals - in
this particular instance the
H.G.F.A. specifically requested the use of Mount Buffalo
the
1986
Nationals,
for
which was agreed to by the
Committee.
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(4)

Over the past two years the
present
Com mi ttee
has
received complaints from the
Membership that they consider Ben Nevin could become
more jeopardised with the
over-use of this site for
Interstate and International
Competitions.

Membership also feels that
they are being restricted in
the use of one of their own
sites during the time of the
year when most of our Members have their Annual Holidays.
Complaints have been received by the V.H.G.A. from land
areas
owners in strategic
expressing their con- cern for
the safety of their stock and
the possible
danger of
our Members starting a bush
fire in the area.
Owing to these complaints,
the V.H.G.A. Committee requested the H.G.F.A. at the
1985 Convention to investigate the feasibility of holding the Nationals in another
State from time to time.
The H.G.F.A. replied that
they would do this if it was
possible to find sites in
other States that would be
suitable for holding the Nationals.

It was with these requests from
the V.H.G.A. in mind, together
with the desire of the H.G.F.A.
to expose the Buffalo region to
publicity to promote the area for
the forthcoming World Championships, that the decision under discussion was made.
In answer to the accusation that
the Membership was not consulted in this matter, Mr. O'Neill
had verbally agreed with this
Committee to act on behalf of
of the V.H.G.A. as our local
Representative in this area. The
Secretary of this Committee had
asked Mr. O'Neill repeatedly if
he would be present at Committee
Meetings, but for the most part
he was unable to comply with
this request.

In conclusion, the Committee considered itself responsible to all
Members of the V.H.G.A. rather
than one small vocal group, and
it makes no apologies for the
decisions that were made in its
Elected capacity to make those
decisions on behalf of the whole
of the V.H.G.A.
H. Summons called for a Vote to
possibly move the Venue of the
Nationals to Ben Nevis. It was
suggested that this matter should
be followed up by the incoming
Committee, if they see fit to do
so.
John Reynoldson Moved a Vote
of Thanks to Mr. O'Neill for his
untiring work in promoting hang
gliding in the Ben Nevis area.
He also suggested that the incoming Committee may choose to
hold a World Class Invitation
Competition in this area after
the Nationals.
This also would
be a decision to be made by the
incoming Committee.
St. John's Ambulance Course:
V.H.G.A. members are encouraged to take the St. John's Ambulnce
First
Aid
Course,
full
V.H.G.A. members will be reimbursed by the H.G.F.A.
Non
members, wives, girlfriends, boy
friends, ex. who are frequently
at flying sites may seek approval
from the V.H.G.A. Committee
and on doing so, may also be reimbursed by the V.H.G.A.
Site Improvements:
Pilots are encouraged to submit
to
the
V.H.G.A.
Committee,
ideas
for
site
improvements.
The V.H.G.A. is willing to spend
money to improve the standard
of our sites and in doing so, improve safety.
Victorian Championships:
Due to its success this year the
Vic. Comps. will be run at the
same time next year, the dates
are:

15th.
22ncl.
1st.
8th.

- 16th. Feb.
- 23rd. Feb.
- 2nd. Mar.
- 9th. Mar.

This is a hang 3 - 5 competition
and is an invaluable experience
and education to any hang 3 pilot.
Hopefully, we will see a
larger turnout from the hang 3
pilots in the '86 Compo
Portland Fly-In:
Due to its success this year the
Portland Fly-In will be held on
the Australia Day weekend. This
Fly-In is open to anybody and, as
usual, interstate pilots are more
than welcome; the more the merrier.
Book List and Video List:
Below is a list of all the books
,and videos that the V.H.G.A. Lilr
rary currently hold.
V.H.G.A. Book List:
1. Meteorology
for
Glider
Pilots - C.E. Wallington.
2. Hang gliding - The Basic
Handbook
of
Ultralight
Flying - D. Poynter.
3. Practical Weather Forecasting. - F. Mitchell-Christie.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

3. Nationals/Telleride Tape Wes Hill.
Wings Across
the Centre.
4. Birdmen of Kilimanjaro/Sky
Sails - Wes Hill.
5. Action Films
Withers.

-

Rosemary

6. Wings Across the Centre/
Combination Tape - Rosemary Withers.
Rosemary Withers Tel: 876 3981
Wes Hill Tel: 277 7942
Most of the books and videos are
,available from Rosemary Withers
and can be borrowed at the
Southern Meetings.
A few of
the videos .are in Wesley Hills'
possession, and may be obtained
through him.
Introduction
Letter from
the
President (John Walmsley) P.R.5,
Qualified Instructor:
Hi, I have been asked to provide
a brief summary of myself and
my thoughts and experiences in
the Hang Gliding scene - so here
goes.

saw an
In November,. 1975
advertisement in the local paper
Manbirds
Hang gliders . which said - "Learn to hang glide
and Hang gliding - M. Wills
for $25.00, you don't need your
The "ad" had been
own kite".
General Meteorology - Man- placed by Paul Homer and Peter
ual of Meteorology Part 1.
Hill, and I will be forever grateful to these gentlemen for gettMeteorology
Aviation
ing me started.
of
Meteorology
Manual
Part 2.
Training has obviously taken a
leap forward since those days,
Cross Country Soaring
but there is still a danger that
H. Reichman.
someone may try and fly in 40
k.+ winds (as I did). FortunateHang gliding - Catch the ly the kingpost cushioned the imWind - G. Woodward.
pact, as did the keel on another

9. Nurfliigel - R. Horten
Video List:
1. Towing Today - Rosemary
Withers.
2. Freestyle '83 - Rosemary
Withers) Stanwell Aerobatic
Compo

flight in 35 k.+ winds. Flying upside down is embarrasing and
you can't
measure the wind
speed by tossing paper in the air
and timing it over a distance.
I also
flew
from
Eumuralla
before I had learned to turn and
fortunately
performed a
neat
stand up cross wind landing.

Later experiences such as a downwind crash on the face of Sunnyside cliffs; an upside down landing in a pine tree at Colac and
a flight from Eagles Nest hanging by my armpits have taught
me lessons that make my current
flying a lot safer. It is unfortunate that similar experiences
have been a lot harder on others,
and also that new pilots are still
making some of the same mistakes. With modern gliders it is
much easier to soar, and many
people are in the air who have
had inadequate take-off and landAlso I feel we
ing practice.
have never fully addressed the
training of people in the intermediate stage, i.e. learning to
soar.
I hope that our present
Committee can do something in
this area.
In 1978 I built and flew a prototype hang glider with dihedral
and a tail. Following in the footsteps of the Wright Brothers I
discovered adverse yaw by firsthand . experience, but I gave the
project away rather than adding
control surfaces.
My job as a graduate mechanical
engineer has taken me from Melbourne to Geelong and later to
Tumut, N.S.W., so I have both
dune flying and mountain flying
. experience. I still enjoy both.
At 38 years of age, and with
three children, I feel as fit as
when I started flying, and I still
willingly
walk up hills with
training gliders for the fun of a
short glide down.
After the death of a friend in a
hang gliding competition I have
not seriously entered a competition, and I get enough pleasure from the competition with
mother nature. Obviously, competitions have a place in speeding
up kite development and providing a gathering place for pilots.
I came close to entering another
competition at Mt. Talbingo when
Paul Van Hoff was killed, and
this further reinforced my opinion that the running of competitions needs to be strictly controlled. Also the atmosphere at
competitions needs to be kept
friendly and open, so agresslveness does not impare people's
.
judgement.
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Flying at high altitude is a mind
. blowing experience, although I
feel slightly nervous when I am
freezing.
Hopefully, by promoting the Association as a responsible group of flyers we will be
able to convince D.O.A. to make
the sky the limit. This is not
only the responsibility of the
Committee, but of every member. Please help us to help you.
Regards,
John.
Slack:
--Somebody must have something
to write about, so far I have
received only one submission to
the V.H.G.A. news section of
SKYSAILOR, that was from our
recently elected President.
It's
going to get plenty boring reading the relevant minutes every
month unless you pull your finger
out
and
write
something.
where's
Anything.
Ian Rees
your article on Instrumentation
Accuracy? Alan Beavis - where's
your article on your Around the
World Hang Gliding Safari? Pull
your finger out and let's make
this an interesting news section.
Vic. Ed.

QUEENSLAND
HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
BOX 212. MORNINGSIDE . BRISBANE . O. 4170

By Jerry Furnell,
President.
We are hoping to have this site
at Freshwater (previously called
Double Island Point), in operation for this summer's S.E. sea
breezes.
Once the funds to
build the steps up the sand dune
have been released by H.G.F.A.,
(as they probably have by the
time this is printing), the operation is all go, go, go and the
steps should be erected quickly
so that all our new P.R.2 pilots
have a great site to go to, to
learn and practice their soaring
skills.

Talking
about
new
sites,
Q.H.G.A. now recognises the
sites at Killarney for P.R.3 and
over.
Those wishing directions
should contact me on 399 6108
before flying as rotors are at
certain take-offs to catch the
unwary for some wind directions. The owners of the Killarney Caravan Park own both the
take-off and landing areas s6
one should get permission and
directions off of them before
flying.
Sunday Plains is ideal
for top landings, however, it
is a long walk if you bomb out,
so take a driver.
Next year, Q.H.G.A envisages
running the S.E. Q'ld. Championships over several rounds.
Suggestions are Widgee and Killarney.
A special towing championship
is envisaged also. If you have
any other suggestions please let
me know.
The Q.H.G.A. fees for next year
have been kept the same as this
year;
$45.00 of which $10.00
is for Q.H.G.A. This is to cover
administration
costs
and
prizes for all state competitions
ahd other worthwhile causes you
members may request.
Safety Officers' status is
period of three years after
applications should be
for renewal. Applications

be either to the Secretary or
State Safety Co-ordinator.
Would all pilots flying at Beechmont take extra care with the
fence. Remember it is private
property and we only fly there
by the grace of the land-owner.
That's all for now,
however,
I'd like to remind everyone that
Q.H.G.A. belongs to you, so if
you wIsh us to do things for
you, WRITE TO US, as none of
the committee members has refined the art of ESP perfectly
yet.
Till next month, fly high.
Jerry.
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for a
which
made
should

Not.s
By Jerry Furnell, (President)
month's
Hello
again.
This
Nobby Notes will be brief as
there is · news for me to report.
There has been no flying at the
Nobby lately due to winter
westerlies, so most of us have
been either at Tambourine or
out west towing. It is good to
see quite a few learners coming
through the schools. I hope instructors are encouraging these
new fliers to attend our club
meetings and social nights as
this is where a learner can pick
up lots of useful information as
well as ask advice and improve
his/her knoweldge of the sport.
Nobby Meetings are held once
per month on the first Monday
of the Month at the Mansfield
Tavern, Wecker Road, MANSFIELD - all are welcome. This
is also the venue for our Xmas
party on Friday, 29th. November.
All members, guests, visitors
and non fliers are most welcome to attend. We are planning a choice of menu to suit all
tastes. Costs are to be finalised but Club members will be
subsidised by the club.
Airborne is still offering $100.00
for the first pilot to fly 100
miles in S.E. Q'ld. (verified).
Thank you everyone who participated in the FLY -A-THON in
aid of the Sportrng Whee lies.
total raised is
The current
$609.81 a GREAT EFFORT.
'On the week end of 7th and 8th
September, the second part of
the introductory towing course
was run by Fred Brookes at
Cecil Plains.
Having had the
theory the previous month, this
was the chance to put it all into practice.
Strangely enough
we had perfect weather with
light to moderate south to east-

erly winds and a relatively good
thermal
development
through
both days with several pilots
achieving cross country flights
and height gains up to 5.000 ft.
During the middle of the day.
the continual thermal activity
put an awkward gust component
into the wind and many pilots
experienced the safety release
when
the
weak-links
broke.
There were between a dozen
and twenty pilots for both days
and it is pleasing to note that
for the large number of tows
completed. there were no accidents.
I'd like to thank Fred on behalf
of all those who attended for
the time and effort he put into
teaching. as well as the use of
his vehicle and towing gear.
Thanks also to Errol Galent for
the use of his vehicle and equipment on Sunday. also Mark Hansen for his towing rope and all
those who gave their time to
drive.
As for Cecil Plains area. I feel
it is one of the best cross
country areas available near
Brisbane and I am looking forward to many more flights out
there. as well as the competitions such a site deserves.
That's enough
next month.

for

now.

Until

FLY HIGH.
Jerry.

CAIRNS CORNER

,Our Townsville and Rocky hang
gliding
friends
ventured
to
Eungella. site of the North
Queensland
Championships
on
the weekend of September 7
and 8 to coax the thermals
from their paddocks into spiralling. seething columns of cane
trash and dust - cough. cough.
Would you believe their kites
were blown inside out on the

Saturday. and they were rained
out on the Sunday. Well. I'm
happy for the north to get some
of this "3 out of 10" weather
out of the way well before the
Eungella and Cairns comps.
The story was similar in Cairns.
however.
our
keen
camping
types made a weekend of it at
the Gillies. cementing a barby
grill into our ginormous fireplace. in grey out conditions.
Even the wedgies were grounded. Last weekend. many , hands
made light work when hauling
rocks into the site to construct
the fireplace with flu. and efforts are now directed toward
placing some copper piping in
and around the fireplace to render us with a hot water system
, for showers and washing. etc.
This is no ordinary flying site.
We've yet to decide on the task
'for the November compo Unless
some of our guns , career over
the back. and establish a good
route. other than , to Dimbulah
re:last year. I'll get the trike
out. and with a ground party.
map out a course. preferably a
dog leg. finishing at Yungaburra
(near Tinnaroo dam).
We're
looking towards prizemoney of
at least $500.00 plus entry fee
contributions.
Other prizes as
per previous club news segments. If you would like to fly
' with us. and/or are a little , bemused about where to stay.
please give Pres. Nev. or Sec.
Splash a ring (070) 51 2438 or
50 5210. so we can do a spot
of pre-arranging. So much for
the compo The rest is up to
those meteorologists to provide
a favourable prognosis.
We will have some raffle tickets for sale at Eungella. trying
to give away an Amstrad computer. There are only 500 tickets available at $2.00 each. so
for some of us. including me.
this presents better value that
trying to win a hang gliding
competition.
, Dan Morrison. our local pseudo
Seattlite flying whip. recently
back from those places most of
us only dream about flying Owens. Grousse. Funston. Chelan
etc. has Eungella in his sights
- well •••••• he flew in the U.S.
Nationals and didn't come last.
so we're all naturally pleased.
He's good export material.

What else have I here in my
little bag of verbose drivel •••••
Karen Paul. whilst learning to
fly. took the impact of an unplanned landing on her arms.
suffered
three
broken
and
wrists•••••• no.
two.
It's more
:than a little humorous to watch
:Tony. her boyfriend. holding a
I glass of beer
to her lips at the
I pub.
A set of wheels can often
avoid accidents like these. however. this particular crash was
an exception.
ReSident Kamikaze pilot. Cal
McLeod will have his Foil. while
Nev. and Tony are parading
their new backpacks. Ray Parsons accomplished a personal
low recently. by falling off the
front
of
the Gillies ramp.
strapped to his glider. Minimal
damage
however.
just , Ray's
pride requiring a little convales'c ence.
My friend. Ethel. advises that
an ultralight fly-in-cum-competition is to be held at Mirani.
near Eungella on the weekend
of the 19th. and 20th. October.
So for those trikies and other
petrol heads amongst our fraternity. be there to compete in
their events. such as shortest
take off and landing - treasure
hunt for a number on the
ground and race to a point. (approximately 15 kms.) with the
winner being the person most
able to match their estimated
time interval. determined prior
to take off. Sounds O.K.
'Til Eungella and Cairns.
Glen Kraemer, Secretary.
Cairns Hang Gliding Club.

STOP PRESS:

* The

Chalet at Eungella has
available 7 rooms. or 13 beds
at a special rate of $IO/bed/
the
competition
night
for
week.

* Special

weekly rate available
breakfast ' and
evening
for
meals.

* Ring

The Chalet on (079) 58
4509 and make your reservation for both....
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(Just a Bit of Literature)
By A. Armour
"Book of
and IV •

Ratings"

chapters III

••••••••• And it · came to pass, that
the disciple said unto the novice,
"This will be a day in which we
shall be brought closer to the
truth".
And so it was that they were
to journey unto their mountain
and place of worship.
H.G.A.W.A. NEWS
Greetings fellow flyers.
Meet the new committee:President
Treasurer
Secretary
State
News Editor -

Mike Farrer
Kim Grifiths
Annette Duncan
Paul Stanyon

Not only does H.G.A.W.A. have
a new committee (half of whom
are newcomers to W.A.) but a
flash new Logo to replace the
old "pronged swan".
New sites have been opened in
the Geraldton area as a result
of the club's acitivities, in particular the towing display at the
annual charity farm day
which
attracted 2,000 of the
local
community.
"Good P.R. opens
many a Locked Gate"
(Proverbs 3 Book of Paul)
An instructor's seminar was held
at Club Capricorn on the 23rd.
and 24th. of August and was
Club Capricorn
well atended.
is now the home of the Sun
City
Hang
Gliding
School,
recently established by Ross and
Annette Duncan., ROl>s, by the
way, is also W.A's Enterprise
Wings' Agent.

The latest T-shirts, sporting the
new logo, are available from
Kim
Grifiths,
Phone
(09)
383 3542. Sloppy J oes' available
also.
Congratulations are extended to
George and Marg Bignell of
Albany, for their H.G.A. W.A.
Life Memberships in appreciation for their contribution to the
sport over many years.
George and· Marg are (we think)
the oldest pilots in Australia,
George is a grand 72, and Marg
60.

For the last two months the
"Ring of Confidence" Award
has gone to victims of small
coastal sites, highlighting the
facts that Gliders don't float,
and can conduct electricity.
"The risk factor varies at a rate
inversley proportional to the
height of the hill" (Proverbs 4,
Book of Paul).
Meetings as always on the .last
Monday of the month at · the
Windsor
Hotel,
South Perth.
See you there.

The Club has purchased a new
training glider (Mars 170) and
will run courses as required.
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Paul Stanyon,
Ed.

Soon they had erected their
shrines of delivery, and the novice spoke:
"The spirit of the wind is with
us today!"
"Our prayers will be answered,"
replied the disciple beckoning unto the clouds above.
Readily, the disciple stepped off
the edge chanting to himself in
the way of their creed, "we
seek peace".
"We seek peace", repeated the
novice,
eagerly following his
tutor.
The heavens received the two
with lively ascension and as
they rose, they prayed to the
spirit to deliver. them safely to
the earth at days end.
Never before had the novice
viewed his mortal birthplace
from upon high.
He soared on divinely, seeking
the tranquility of true peace.
He prayed; "Oh great one, long
have
yearned to find this
meaning of life so as to be one
And to him
with peace".
appeared a viSion, as he climbed
closer to the heavens. The vision spake unto him saying,
"My son, the road to peace can
lead to great enlightenment, and
also
entail
great
sacrifice.
Often the learning can be the
sacrifice itself".

The novice pondered this as it
. continued, "to s.trvive and succeed one must have faith in
one's self for it is there you
shall find peace".
The
student
soared ' on
in
thought. Then he replied; "1 am
but a mere mortal, I have faith,
but it is unto you great spirit
as I cannot control the course
of the world".
Again the vision spoke, "My
you must also have faith
thyself, for though you do
choose the direction of
world, you do decide your
destiny!"

son,
unto
not
the
own

"I do?", puzzled the novice.
"Do not worry my son, for you
have your faith, but be warned,
your faith not only decides your
destiny, but your fate!"
This worried the novice, and
with his worry came a feeling
of loss.
"I fall from the heavens, where
is my faith?" he pleaded.
"You have your faith!" commanded the vision, "but you doubt its
force, believe in your faith!"
But still the student went down,
"I have faith", he recited, "I
have faith, I have faith, I think".

"Over here my friend", called
the disciple, "you have no time
to wander in doubt, lest you be
smitten upon the ground of the
dark side.
Follow me for I
have been shown the true way!"
Slowly, galOlOg on his
tutor the novice said,
"Am
really ready
greater freedom?"

waiting
for

this

"Should
not be still back at
the lower temples?"
The disciple replied, "to come
to the mountain means not that
you should forego the temples,
or the much learning that can
still
be
made
there,
for,
although you now be a well
versed novice, you be still but
a novice. Many moons will yet
pass before you are a disciple,
and even then, as with I, there
is much to learn".
As they flew on, there appeared
one of the guardians of the
mountain which joined them for
a period while in search of its
daily meal.
And the spirit vision spoke
again, saying peacefully, "fear
not my guardians, for though
simple of life, they are truly at
peace and have no cause to
alarm you".

Presently the majestic creature
shrank away leaving the two
disciples to fly on in their
quest.
"Truly
a
beautiful
remarked the younger
two.

beast!"
of the

"Truly, and not so simple as
thou would believe, for I have
known them to join in play and
mock battle.
But heed me,
they have been known also to
deal swift retribution to those
that would harass their mate or
young".

With the steady sigh of the
wind, the two flew on in silence
until, as the light was fading to
the horizon and the heavens
were the colours of gold and
fire, the vision spoke unto them
for the last time saying,
"Always be ready to learn from
others as well as your selves
and you will truly find peace".
"Peace be with us and all", they
replied, turning back to the
field and the night's feast.
Arty.
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SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Introduces
the "VISION"
- A Recreational Class Glider.
Suncoast Hang Gliders announce
its entry into the Hang Glider
manufacturing field in Australia
by introducing the "VISION", a
Glider aimed at the Learner and
Recreational market.
The "VISION 18" has a 55%
(approximately)
double surface
and enclosed Cross-Bar, a span
of 31 feet, wing area of approximately 175 square feet, with
a moderate Aspect Ratio of 5.6
- I.

It incorporates Swivel Tips and
a Tip Tension Strut, and was designed
and
developed
and
U.S.H.G.M.A. certified by Jean
Michel Bernasconi of Pacific
Windcraft,
a
California-based
company and has undergone considerable
Design
improvement
over 2t years
of
Production.
Bernasconi, though not known to
a lot of Australians, has some
notable design achievements in
that he developed the Flight
Designs
"Demon",
a
highperformance wing in its day,
and the "J avelin", one of the
early Aluminium Rib Training
Gliders.

"VISIONS" are built and marketed under License in France by
La Mo ette, the largest Hang
Glider
manufacturer
in
the
world, designers of the "Azur"
and "Profile"; in England by Hiway, one of the country's few
enduring manufacturers; and in
Australia
by
Suncoast
Hang
Gliders, who claim the distinction of being the country's longest-running
professional
Hang
Gliding School and back-up service.
Feedback and Design Modifications are contributed from the
three continents, and that Island
where the World Championship
Team comes from.

Pacific Windcraft and Suncoast
Hang Gliders give a 12 month
warranty (or 12,000 miles, whichever
comes
first)
against
defects in workmanship on the
sails.
Frame Technology:
Frames are put together at Suncoast's Factory at Palmwoods,
Queensland,
using
Australian
6061 T6 Tubing and mostly Australian fittings, some of which
are made at the factory. Tough
P.V.C. coated cables are used
with
neverkinks
and
shrinkplastic coated swages to save
the sail from abrasion.
Cross-Bars are the 57 m.m. (2
t~)
large diameter tube, only
recently introduced on other
High Performance Gliders. Front
and rear wires are tough white
P.V.C. coated 3/32" and side flying wires are 1/8" plastic coated Aircraft grade 7 x 7 stainless steel.

that the "VISION" stalls and
trims are as slow as any of the
Single-surface
aluminium
rib
Gliders of similar size.
Stan incorporates the "VISION"
in his Hang 2, oops P.R.2,
Training Course, and claims that
P.R. 1's
handle
the "VISION"
confidently in the most Mellow
Tuning setting. The very wide
range
of
Tuning
adjustment
(Handbook supplied for same)
has been further developed by
Suncoast (especially at the mellow end) and the Glider has real
Crosscountry
ability
at
the
Tighter settings.
With the Moderate Aspect Ratio
and Mellow Airfoil, Suncoast
Hang Gliders claim that the
average recreation~l flier can
thermal the Glider more consistently and will probably get up
more often and go further than
if he is flying the harder-tohandle high performance ships.
Sail Technology:

Of interest in the frame geomet- '
ry is the short cross-bars, just '
over 8 feet, and the 45% cantilivered length of the Leading
Edge.

Sails for all "VISIONS" are made
in the U.S. at Pacific Windcraft's Salinas factory. The top
surfaces are exclusively white
U.S. "Dimension" Dacron sailThe concept behind this longer cloth laid to use the cloth's
cantilevered
leading
edge stability to best advantage. This
section combined with the fact sailcloth is now recognized by
that the front section of the I1lQst sailmakers as the best Dacleading edge is 1/8" bigger diam- ron available. A wide range of
eter than the pop-in tip section, colours are available for L.E.
is to maximise structural integ- and Keel pockets and underrity.
The theory is that the surface. A departure from the
Glider has better ability to un- , conventional Mylar L.E. insert
load severe gust and shock loads.
is the tough 6 m.m. closed cell
foam used in the "VISION". SunSuncoast carries stock sails and coast Hang Gliders claim this
custom colour sails take about holds a better Airfoil and does
The sails
four weeks from order to Test not kink with use.
are well reinforced at all wear
Fly.
points, with tough 3 inch webbAll in all, the "VISION" should ing at the Tips and Nose. The
become known mostly for its swivel tips are totally enclosed
very pleasant handling qualities, and a Velcro down Nose Cone
combined with very good per- makes
a
very
clean-looking
formance and cross-country abil- Glider.
ity.
Bernasconi Hang Strap
Connection.
A true reactional pilot's Glider,
which Suncoast claim is really
built-in
Functioning
like
a
Fun to Fly.
Double French Connection, the
VISION's Bernasconi Suspension
Some eyebrows will no doubt be
system
multiplies the Pilot's
raised at the concept of using
weight displacement to significa Double-surfaced Glider for
antly reduce Pitch and Roll
learning and training, but Stan
pressure while still providing
Roy, Manager and Proprietor of
adequate feedback.
Suncoast Hang Gliders claims

Acceleration is rather rapid in
this mode and deemed too scary
for Learners and an alternative
Keel mounted Hang Strap with
a locating Pin on the Keel, is
provided for a more mellow
Pitch response.
Roll pressure
input still remains light.
A short Hang Loop is provided
to lengthen whichever system is
not being used, so that it
becemes the Back-up.
PRESS RELEASE
The need for reliability in communications is becoming increasingly evident, with towing and
X C Hang Gliding becoming
more and more popular every
day. Unfortunately the communications side of our sport has
been left behind but hopefully
with this product being made
available we can start to modernise and make reliable our
communications.
The
trailing
wire or half-wave dipole (with
or without a ballum) you are
currently using probably gives
you
scratchy
communications
and is more than likely damaging your set every time you
transmit. It would be easy to
produce technical argument why
but most guys just want something they can buy and use without knowing the ins and outs,
so they can concentrate more
on flying rather than why they
can't talk to a fellow Hang
Glider 5 kms. away.
So now you can purchase a custom aerial kit. The kit comes
complete with correct plug to
suit your radio, high quality
coax,
base
and
mounting
bracket and of course a mini
whip
aerial.
There
is
no
assembly required just plug it
in and experience unbelievable
reliability with transmitting and
receiving.
All the aerials are
pre-tuned on a kite keel for
maximum performance and are
available in your choice of Blue,
Black, Red, Yellow or White
colours. If you prefer, just the
mounts can be puchased to put
your own aerial on or the complete kit sells for $37.00 + P &
P. and includes instructions and
back up advice. For more information contact HANG GLIDING
COMMUNICATIONS on (043) 24
7842 (a. h.) and ask for Tony.

•
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Instruments
Harness
Back-up Chutes
Motor Gliders

•
•
•
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learner School
Sales & Service
Repairs
'Accessories

DALES ROAD, VIA CHEVALLUM.
P ALMWOODS.

4555

Phone: (071) 45 9185

has some specials for ONE MONTH from Mailing of this SKYSAILOR
Helmets
A.S.A. 2063 Approved (Now H.G.F.A.
White or Some Black - While stocks last.

Recommended

Standard)

Aintree
$33.00

Helmets.

De-Luxe Backpack Cocoon
To your Specs, with "Safety Lock" Deployment System. Recessed
Chute Container and Heavy Stabilized Cordura reinforcing.
Ball M20 Wrist Vario, Miniature Size. Sink Alarm,
Battery Test Faculty
Sunglasses
BOLLE P.C. 90% UV 50% IF.
Usually $40.00.
SPECIAL:- ·

$250.00
$320.00

Semi Unbreakable.
$32.00

BOLLE 100-100% Reduction Ultra Violet and Infra Red.
Usually $70.00. SPECIAL:Altimeters:
Barlgo - 4,000 ft. around Dial.
Secondary Dial 0-10,000 ft.
Thommen -

$110.00
$199.00

Gripper Gloves
with cotton Inner liners -

$6.00

Mars
S.H. Good order, red, blue.

DE-LUXE BACKPACK COCOON HARNESS

$55.00

$1,000.00

$270.00

Many top pilots who have tried the various forms of PODS have come back to the Recessed Parachute Cocoon. The general opinion seems to be that it is more comfortable and
more convenient especially with the Back Pack Boot, and that any increase in performance with PODS is immeasurable or doubtful. OUR DELUXE XC COCOON is made to
your Specs. with these STANDARD FEATURES:

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

Safety Lock Parachute Deployment System.
Internally Reinforced with a layer of Stabilized heavy coated Cordura
behind Parachute cut-out.
Parapack (not Bag Cloth) internal Lining and Shoulder Pads.
Wider Webbing support at Suspension Points of Harness, 3" at Mains,
2" at Chest and Shoulder Pads. Wide V for greater area of support
without Pressure points or lines across Harness.
Stitched with "Walking Foot" Machine for tighter more even stitching.
Your choice of 1/2" or 1" High Density Open Cell foam or 1/4" closed
cell foam.
Pulley on Knee to Shoulder Pad Ropes retains rope strength, 50% of
Rope Strength is lost running over a ring.
Back Pack built in to Boot, has adjustable shoulder straps and heavy
Zipper, carrier Glider Bag in Flight.
Bar and closed cell Foam in Boot for easy step in.
Choice of Black or Gold Webbing.

Options:
Ballast or Spare Storage Container
Camera or Snack Pocker with Velcro closure

EXTRA $25.00
EXTRA $15.00

Craven

Promotions.

SKYTREK BANDIT (P.R.1)

sa

Good condition,
well looked after.
Red, black and white panels.
The time
has come to move on.

MOYES METEOR (Mega III) (P.R.3)
Gold T/S, dark green double U/S.
maintained glider.
$550.00
Phone:

$800.00

Well

Brian (08) 381 4036 (home)
(08) 228 7524 (work)

O.N.C.

Also MOYES BACKPACK HARNESS,
suit 178 c.m.
$180.00
Phone:

Tony Klemm (052) 47 1392 (b.h.)
(052) 44 1587 (a.h.)

SKYLANDS ALTAIR 165 (P.R.1)

MOYES MEGA II 170 (P.R.1)

White and yellow with burgunday leading edge, single surface glider.
An
excellent first glider, two years old
and one owner, in great condition.

Apron harness,
helmet,
interstate, must sell.

owner

The lot - $700.00

O.N.O.

$1,000.00
Phone:

O.N.O.

Noel 61001 ext.2294 (bus)
29 3466 (home)

going

Phone: (03) 561 2934
MOYES MARS 190 (P.R.1)
Lime green/white.
Only
20
hours.

Excellent condition.
Floating
crossbar.

$1,300.00
Phone: Karl (03) 578 6594

SWIFT 170 (P.R.3)
Orange and white.

Very good ·condition.

$500.00
Phone:

Colin Boyd (059) 85 4224

WANTED TO BUY - Mars, Gyro, Altair or
similar for learner.
WANTED TO BUY - EF 5 in good condition.
Phone:

Gary

Hickson

MOYES MEGA MAJOR (P.R.1).
Big Mega 2 in good condition.
Ideal
for heavier pilots for novice through
intermediate flight.
Recently taken
down, rebolted and equipped with all
new
rigging.
Features
swivelling
cross
bar and
mylar
leading
edge
insert.
$750.00
Phone:

John Twomey (03) 606 5448 (b.h)
(03) 397 6033 (a.h)

MOYES METEOR 170 (P.R.3)
Red and rainbow sail.
Phone:

Good condition.

Don Rottman (03) 25 5234

SKYSAILOR
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(053)
370389
(b. h.) free call

qld
COCOON HARNESS
Black with full length lightening bolt
design on it. P/chute and Ballast container - compartment for glider cover
- Tow loops - suit pilot 5'5".
Phone: Heather (075) 43 5440

act

MAGIC 166 (P.R.4)
11 months old.
Sandwich Mylar Sail,
Aerofoild down tubes ' and king post, V.
B., Speed Bar, Nose Cover, blue surf
coat leading edge, exponential stripping underneath.
Never bent.
All in
very good condition.
Will consider
trade-in. New price $2,700 - My price
sacrificing for only $1,500. For further details on this competition cross
country machine,
Phone:

get

Great condition.
and blue.

Bargain at $1,200.00
Phone: (062) 821994

mother-in-law

New condo Black L/E, gold and red U/S
Mylar L/E.
Cocoon harness, 40 channel
C.B. radio.
Value at $1,500.00

RADIO
Realistic 18 ch. 5 watts.
New power
mike, rechargeable batteries, charger,
clipole aerial, mounting bracket.

Phone: ( 062) 81 2578

nsw

$150.00
Phone:

Low hours. Red, white

GYRO 180 (P.R.1)

Jerry on 399 6108

First to call will
thrown in for free.

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)

Graham (07) 201 3453
MOYES MEGA II (190) (P.R.2)

SABRE 155
Black L/E,
Rainbow U/S.
condition - speed bar - VB

Excellent

$1,500.00

Red/Orange/Yellow sails, flies
excellent condition.
Plus a
cocoon harness (sky blue).
All

for

$550.00

(Excellent

well,
Moyes
value)

Will freight.
Phone:

(075) 43 5440 (a.h.)

Phone:

Greg (02) 648 0753

SABRE 165 (P.R.4)
MOYES G.T. 170 (P.R.3)
Factory V.G.,
Yellow Leading Edge,
blue double surface with centre portion
rainbow,
all
remaining white.
Plain sailcloth - very good condition
with no signs of stretch and has
always been well packed.
60 hrs. in
18 months with one owner since new.
Recent
full
inspection.
All
O.K.
With owner's manual and batten profile.
$1,275
MOYES MEGA II (P.R.1)
Red leading edge and tips, remainder
white.
Swivel X bars larger A-frame,
nice size, good trim, one owner since
new. Only 60 hrs.
Good condition.
OWner's manual and batten profile with
harness also $850. Will consider trade
of parachute jump outfit with 228canopy
Phone Pat Purcell Gladstone (079)724278

Aqua blue top surface surfcote, white
leading edge, light blue undersurface
white keel pocket. V.B. Very good cpndition Min. R. H.4
$1,650.00

O.N.O.

Will freight.
Phone:

Michael Cotts (049) 52 6420

SKYTREK BANDIT 180 (P.R.1)
An immaculate and excellent kite for
training up to intermediate flight,
condition well above average.
$750.00 or offer
Phone: Doug Sole (02) 644 7472

SKYSAILOR
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MOYES METEOR 190 (P.R.3) PLUS MAXI MARK
(P.R.1)

GYRO 1 80 ( P • R. 1 )

.1..1.1.

METEOR - green and white.
Easy handling, good first double surface glider. Sail checked by sail maker~ range
of spare parts. Excellent sail for
Trike and heavy person • .
MAXI
colours of the rainbow, very
good condition. A gentle and safe forgiving glider - excellent for the novice.
Originally set up for tow flying and all leading edges are reinforced.
Included in the sale of the two gliders are two apron harnesses (one harness has a parachute attached).

New - hardly used.
Plus helmet,
speed indicator and harness.

air

$1,650.00 - the lot.
Phone:

Steve (046) 25 8862 (a.h.)

PROBE II {1 75 )

(P.R.3)

Surf coat sail, V.B.,
ion.
$1,250.00
Phone:

excellent conditO.N.O.

(049) 92 1743
(049) 92 1612

or

Total Price - $1,100.00
Phone: Dennis (02) 399 5228 (after 5pm)
(02) 349 9224 (work)

GTS 170 (P.R.3)
Good condition, white and green undersail.

PROBE 2 (P.R.3)

$950.00

Pink/White.

Phone:

Phil or Leanne (02) 93 5222

$1,100.00
MARS 1 50 ( P • R. 1 )
Phone:

David Mitchell (049) 59 5938
Good condition, white, yellow and gold.

MOYES MARS (P.R.1)
Great Condition,

$1,050.00
blue and white.

$1,000 - you deliver
$1,050 - I deliver
A bargain at current values.
Phone: Bob Barnes (065) 54 0416

Phone: Phil or Leanne (02) 93 5222
GYRO 180 (P.R.1)
Black leading edge, ,red and yellow
tail section, used at Kernel only a
few times, in excellent condition.
$1,350.000.N.O.

MOYES DOUBLE CONNECTION:
Make your truck into a featherlight
New price $250.00
control starship.
+ yours for half.
$125.00 - only had moderate use,
free fitting.
Phone:

Phone: Rober Arber

(02) 681 5350

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)
Two
months
orange.

Bob Barnes (065) 54 0416

old.

Yellow,

rainbow,

$1,500.00
Phone:

Forrest (02) 450 2186

GYRO (P.R.1)
Black and gold with rainbow panel.
Handsome glider in very good condition.
$1,150.00
Phone:

Geoff (02) 48 3846

MOYES t>lETEOR 170 (P.R.3)

All red, good cond. Flies nice.
Offers.
Chris (065) 599 772.

We don't justmake 'Wings•••
... we craft them.
At Enterprise Wmgs, we design

our gliders so that you'll want
to fly them for years to come.
That's why we take that extrn
bit ofcare in building evelJ'
'glider to exact specifications.

We use only the highest quality
materials and fittings and work
them together into the finest
flying machine available
tcxJay. ..
The Foil is available to test fly now.
Contact Enterprise Wmgs or
your lcx:al dealer.
ENTERPRISE WINGS
FACfORY 1/189 PARKES ST.,
HEI,ENSBURGH, N.S.W. 2508
PH. (042) 942052
Craven Promotions.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER: NORMALLY $375 SAVE $85

Six months of design and testing went into the BULLET CANOPY, backed by
18 years of Textile Engineering knowledge.
Weight savings were achieved by using Kevlar line and tapes.
Bulk was reduced by using a new shaped canopy with improved drag
allowing the BULLET canopy to have the same descent rate as larger less
efficient canopies.
The BULLET CANOPY has the same descent rate as our Back up Chute with
40% less bulk and weight. (see chart)

REMOTE DEPLOY KIT

Also available is our Remote Deploy Kit. This allows you to fit the Bullet
Canopy into our Remote Mount and gives you two methods of deployment
with the one canopy. No other Canopy has this option
Complete Kit with mounts and remote release ripcord $175 (save $20)
*Includes bag and packing, post extra.
fl. per

s.(.
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PARACHUTFS AUSTRALIA PTY.LTD.
68 WENTWORTH AVENUE,
SYDNEY. 2010

Ph 102' 211 6666

Craven Promotions.

THERE IS ONE UL TRALIGHT
THA T CAN FL Y OUT OF A PLOWED
FIELD, POWER INTO A NO-NONSENSE
1000 FTIMIN CLIMB, AND THEN
SETTLE INTO A DEPENDABLE
45 MPH CRUISE.

THE ASCENDER BY
PTERODACTYL, DESIGNED BY
VETERAN CROSS COUNTRY
BARNSTORMERS,
A THOROUGHBRED IN
WORKHORSE CLOTHING.
FOR SERIOUS PILOTS WHO
USE SOUND JUDGMENT
WHEN CHOOSING THEIR
EQUIPMENT, BEFORE
THEY FLY!
For more informatIon on the alfcraft,
flight instruction , con tact:

Ultralight Flying Machines
P 0. Box 182 North Ba/wyn Victoria 3104 Australia (03) 439 6083

STOP PRESS
The Classic is On!!
TAMBOURINE FUN DAYS

Mt. Buffalo Classic.
Dates:

20/12/85 to 5/1/86
(Lay-day 1/1/86)

Enquiries & Entries to:
Rob Van Der Klooster,
4A Tanner St.,
Breakwater. Vic.
(052) 22 3019
Buangor Open.
Dates:

2/11/85 - 5/11/85
16/11/85 - 17/11/85

Entry Conditions:

P.R.3. Rating or upwards.
Meet at the Buangor Pub at
9 a.m. on Saturday 2/11/85.

Entry Fees:

$20.00

Prizes:

Will be awarded daily.

The
top 10 members of the 1986
Victorian , team
will
be
excluded from prizes but are
welcome to compete.

Further Details:

Rob Van Der Klooster,
4A Tanner St.,
Breakwater. Vic.
(052) 22 3019

The crowds all gather to see the fun,
The kids come along with Dad and Mum;
There's plenty to do up there on the hill,
The gliders' creating such a thrill.
Everyone there enjoys the day,
The Mums with their craft, the kids with their
play;
While thermals cause much delight,
Sometime they are easy, sometimes it's a fight.
Then after the day to the Pub they all flock,
To talk about gliding until 6 o'clock;
Thank you to everyone we have seen,
For a joyous time at Mt. Tambourine.
Dragon.

I NFl N I T E
5 P A C E

Sometimes it seems that everyone wants to
get into your thermal. .. and on those days
when you dream of wide open spaces, and
vast uncluttered skies, its nice to know your
GTR is specially built to take you there.

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS. 173 BRONTE RD. WAVERLEY, SYDNEY, NSW 2024. (02) 387-5114,

